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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an embedded
SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) management system,
a node device, an embedded SIM management method,
a program, and an information registrant device.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] An embedded SIM (also referred to as a soft-
ware-type SIM, a soft SIM, a virtual SIM card, an E-SIM,
or the like) is a subscriber identification card module for
mobile communication embedded in, for example, M2M
(Machine to Machine) or IoT (Internet of Things) equip-
ment. In general, a profile for communication with a spe-
cific mobile carrier is written in an embedded SIM at the
time of shipment of the product from the factory, and the
embedded SIM is handed over to its actual user in that
state. When the user switches to a contract with another
mobile carrier, information in the embedded SIM is up-
dated remotely by using the OTA (Over-The-Air) tech-
nology. As such techniques for managing embedded SIM
information, techniques described in Patent Documents
1 to 3 are available.
[0003] According to the technique described in Patent
Document 1 (hereinafter referred to as a first related tech-
nique), information is stored and managed by an eUICC
appliance connected to an MNO (Mobile Network Oper-
ator) infrastructure through a network interface. To be
specific, the eUICC appliance stores and manages em-
bedded SIM information in internal storage or external
storage. Moreover, the eUICC appliance has a SIM da-
tabase. The SIM database stores information on a device
permitted to use the embedded SIM, the current state of
the embedded SIM, and a current status (available, un-
available, and so on). Besides, the first related technique
describes a technique for securely transferring embed-
ded SIM information between a plurality of telecommu-
nications service providers by a technology such as en-
cryption.
[0004] Further, according to the technique described
in Patent Document 2 (hereinafter referred to as a second
related technique), an operational profile (OP) that is set
in an embedded SIM by a subscription manager (SM)
managed by an individual company or organization is
stored and managed in an auxiliary storage device. More-
over, the second related technique describes a method
for more efficiently perform movement from a mobile
communication network corresponding to an OP man-
aged by one SM to a mobile communication network cor-
responding to an OP managed by another SM (SM
swap).
[0005] Further, the technique described in Patent Doc-
ument 3 (hereinafter referred to as a third related tech-
nique) is a technique which enables safe transfer of a
subscriber profile and so on necessary for activation of

an embedded SIM between telecommunications service
providers without using a SM.
[0006]

Patent Document 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. JP-A 2012-231466
Patent Document 2: Japanese Patent No. 5724039
Patent Document 3: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Application Publication No. JP-A 2015-043510
Patent Document 4: International Publication
WO2014/097517

[0007]

Non-Patent Document 1: Satoshi Nakamoto, "Bit-
coin A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" [on-
line], searched on June 17, 2016 on the Internet
<URL: https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf>
Non-Patent Document 2: Chin Cheng Liang, "A
Next-Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized
Application Platform" [online], searched on June 17,
2016 on the Internet <URL: ht-
tps://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper>
Non-Patent Document 3: "Embedded SIM Remote
Provisioning Architecture" [online], searched on
June 17, 2016 on the Internet <URL: http://www.gs-
ma.com/connectedliving/wp-content/up-
loads/2014/01/1.-GSMA-Embedded-SIM-Remote-
Provisioning-Architecture-Version-1.1. pdf>

[0008] According to the first to third related techniques,
however, embedded SIM information is managed in a
device such as a subscription manager operated by a
specific company or organization. For this reason, a de-
vice such as a subscription manager becomes a bottle-
neck, and there arises a problem that capabilities such
as reliability, availability and maintainability are deterio-
rated.

SUMMARY

[0009] An object of the present invention is to provide
an embedded SIM management system which solves
the abovementioned problem.
[0010] An embedded SIM management system as an
aspect of the present invention includes a peer-to-peer
network configured by a plurality of node devices capable
of peer-to-peer communication with each other, and an
information registrant device. The information registrant
device includes: a first network interface; and an infor-
mation registration request transaction generating part
configured to generate an information registration re-
quest transaction and broadcast the transaction to the
peer-to-peer network through the first network interface.
The information registration request transaction gener-
ating part is configured to generate the information reg-
istration request transaction based on embedded SIM
information including SIM identification information and
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a profile, an electronic signature put on the embedded
SIM information by using a private key of the information
registrant, and a public key paired with the private key.
Each of the node devices includes: a second network
interface; and a blockchain management part configured
to accumulate the information registration request trans-
action received through the second network interface into
a blockchain based on a consensus building algorithm
executed in cooperation with the other node device.
[0011] Further, a node device as another aspect of the
present invention is a node device configuring a peer-to-
peer network. The node device includes: a network in-
terface; and a blockchain management part configured
to receive, through the network interface, an information
registration request transaction that includes embedded
SIM information including SIM identification information
and a profile, an electronic signature put on the embed-
ded SIM information by using a private key of an infor-
mation registrant, and a public key paired with the private
key, and accumulate the received information registra-
tion request transaction into a blockchain based on a
consensus building algorithm executed in cooperation
with another node device configuring the peer-to-peer
network.
[0012] Further, an embedded SIM management meth-
od as another aspect of the present invention is an em-
bedded SIM management method executed by a node
device configuring a peer-to-peer network. The embed-
ded SIM management method includes: receiving,
through a network interface, an information registration
request transaction that includes embedded SIM infor-
mation including SIM identification information and a pro-
file, an electronic signature put on the embedded SIM
information by using a private key of an information reg-
istrant, and a public key paired with the private key, and
accumulating the received information registration re-
quest transaction into a blockchain based on a consen-
sus building algorithm executed in cooperation with an-
other node device configuring the peer-to-peer network.
[0013] Further, a program as another aspect of the
present invention is a computer program including in-
structions for causing a computer configuring a peer-to-
peer network to functions as: a network interface; and a
blockchain management part configured to receive,
through the network interface, an information registration
request transaction that includes embedded SIM infor-
mation including SIM identification information and a pro-
file, an electronic signature put on the embedded SIM
information by using a private key of an information reg-
istrant, and a public key paired with the private key, and
accumulate the received information registration request
transaction into a blockchain based on a consensus
building algorithm executed in cooperation with another
node device configuring the peer-to-peer network.
[0014] Further, an information registrant device as an-
other aspect of the present invention is an information
registrant device configured to broadcast an information
registration request transaction to a peer-to-peer network

configured by a plurality of node devices capable of peer-
to-peer communication with each other. The information
registrant device includes: a network interface; and an
information registration request transaction generating
part configured to generate the information registration
request transaction and broadcast the transaction to the
peer-to-peer network through the network interface. The
information registration request transaction generating
part is configured to generate the information registration
request transaction based on embedded SIM information
including SIM identification information and a profile, an
electronic signature put on the embedded SIM informa-
tion by using a private key of an information registrant,
and a public key paired with the private key.
[0015] With the configurations described above, the
present invention can provide an embedded SIM man-
agement system which is excellent in reliability, availa-
bility and maintainability.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0016]

Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an example of the con-
figuration of an embedded SIM management system
according to a second example embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an example of the con-
figuration of an embedded SIM management system
according to a third example embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 3 is an information component diagram showing
the relation of contents between a plurality of trans-
actions and a plurality of blocks in a blockchain;
Fig. 4 is a signal sequence diagram showing an ex-
ample of a process to broadcast an information reg-
istration request transaction from an information reg-
istrant device to a peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 5 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the information registrant device
transmits an information registration request trans-
action signal to the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 6 is an information component diagram showing
the relation of contents between information regis-
trant device holding information and an information
registration request transaction;
Fig. 7 is a signal sequence diagram showing an ex-
ample of a process performed when, after the owner
of an embedded SIM equipped product device con-
cludes a mobile network use contract with a new
MNO, first connecting the embedded SIM equipped
product device to the mobile network managed by
the new MNO;
Fig. 8 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process performed by a new contract MNO device;
Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an example a process
performed by a node participating in the peer-to-peer
network;
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Fig. 10 is a conceptual diagram showing an example
of processing at steps ST35 and ST36 of Fig. 9;
Fig. 11 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the information registrant device
transmits an information registration request trans-
action signal to the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 12 is an explanatory diagram of step ST25 for
generating an information registration request trans-
action when updating to a new key pair, shown in
Fig. 11;
Fig. 13 is a diagram showing an example of a plurality
of information registration request transactions re-
lating to the same embedded SIM number accumu-
lated in a blockchain of a certain node;
Fig. 14 is a configuration diagram of a sixth example
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 15 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process to broadcast an information
registration request transaction from an embedded
SIM manufacturer device to a peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 16 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the embedded SIM manufacturer
device transmits an information registration request
transaction signal to the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram of step ST43 for
generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key), shown in Fig. 16;
Fig. 18 is another configuration diagram of the sixth
example embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 19 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process to broadcast an information
registration request transaction from an embedded
SIM equipped product manufacturer device to the
peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 20 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct manufacturer device transmits an information
registration request transaction signal to the peer-
to-peer network;
Fig. 21 is an explanatory diagram of step ST53 for
generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key), shown in Fig. 20;
Fig. 22 is another configuration diagram of the sixth
example embodiment;
Fig. 23 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process to broadcast an information
registration request transaction from an embedded
SIM equipped product owner device to the peer-to-
peer network;
Fig. 24 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct owner device transmits an information registra-
tion request transaction signal to the peer-to-peer
network;
Fig. 25 is an explanatory diagram of step ST63 for
generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key), shown in Fig. 24;
Fig. 26 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-

ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 27 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-
ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 28 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-
ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 29 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-
ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 30 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-
ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 31 is a diagram showing an example of a scene
in which a malicious third party broadcasts an invalid
information registration request transaction;
Fig. 32 is a configuration diagram of a seventh ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 33 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process to broadcast an information
registration request transaction from a subscriber
device to a peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 34 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the subscriber device transmits an
information registration request transaction signal to
the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 35 is an explanatory diagram of step ST123 for
generating an information registration request trans-
action, shown in Fig. 34;
Fig. 36 is an explanatory diagram of confidence in-
formation (encrypted with a contract carrier public
key) included in a contract certificate shown in Fig.
35;
Fig. 37 is a flowchart showing an example of a proc-
ess performed by a participating node which partic-
ipates in the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 38 is a configuration diagram of an eighth ex-
ample embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 39 is a diagram showing an example of an in-
formation registration request transaction generated
in the eighth example embodiment;
Fig. 40 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process in which an embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 900 broadcasts an
information registration request transaction includ-
ing new information (a remote setup program code,
a profile setup status);
Fig. 41 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct owner device transmits an information registra-
tion request transaction signal to the peer-to-peer
network;
Fig. 42 is a signal sequence diagram showing an
example of a process in which an embedded SIM
equipped product device is initially connected to a
product installation location MNO device and then,
through profile information remote setup by the OTA
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technology to an actual embedded SIM, broadcasts
an information registration request transaction for re-
wiring the result of setup;
Fig. 43 is a flow diagram showing an example of a
process in which the product installation location
MNO device transmits an information registration re-
quest transaction signal to the peer-to-peer network;
Fig. 44 is a configuration diagram of a ninth example
embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 45 is a diagram showing an example of the con-
figuration of an embedded SIM management system
in a first example embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
Fig. 46 is a flowchart showing an example of a pro-
cedure to register embedded SIM information;
Fig. 47 is a flowchart showing an example of a pro-
cedure to use embedded SIM information; and
Fig. 48 is a configuration diagram of a tenth example
embodiment of the present invention.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0017] Next, example embodiments of the present in-
vention will be described in detail with reference to the
drawings.

[First Example Embodiment]

[0018] With reference to Fig. 45, an embedded SIM
management system 1 according to a first example em-
bodiment of the present invention includes a peer-to-peer
network 2, an information registrant device 3, and an in-
formation user device 4.
[0019] The information registrant device 3 is a device
used by a person who registers embedded SIM informa-
tion. One or more information registrant devices 3 are
included. Herein, embedded SIM information includes,
for example, SIM identification information for uniquely
identifying an embedded SIM and a profile including var-
ious information necessary for communication. The var-
ious information necessary for communication is, for ex-
ample, an IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity),
an MSISDN (Mobile Subscriber ISDN number), or the
like. The information registrant device 3 includes a net-
work interface 3a, an arithmetic processing part 3b, and
a storage part 3c.
[0020] The network interface 3a is formed by a dedi-
cated data communication circuit. The network interface
3a performs data communication with the peer-to-peer
network 2 connected via a wired or wireless communi-
cation line, or the like.
[0021] The storage part 3c is formed by a storage de-
vice such as a hard disk and a memory. The storage part
3c holds processing information necessary for various
processes performed by the arithmetic processing part
3b and a program 3d. The program 3d is a program load-
ed and executed by the arithmetic processing part 3b to
realize various processing parts. The program 3d is pre-

viously loaded from an external device (not shown) or a
program storage medium (not shown) via a data in-
put/output function such as the network interface 3a and
stored into the storage part 3c.
[0022] The arithmetic processing part 3b has a micro-
processor such as a CPU and a peripheral circuit thereof.
The arithmetic processing part 3b loads the program 3d
from the storage part 3c and executes the program, co-
ordinates the above-described hardware and the pro-
gram 3d, and thereby realizes various processing parts.
A major processing part realized by the arithmetic
processing part 3b is an information registration request
transaction generating part 3e.
[0023] The information registration request transaction
generating part 3e generates an information registration
request transaction and broadcasts the transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 2 through the network interface 3a.
For example, the information registration request trans-
action generating part 3e generates the information reg-
istration request transaction, based on embedded SIM
information including SIM identification information and
a profile, an electronic signature using a private key of
an information registrant put on the embedded SIM in-
formation, and a public key paired with the private key.
[0024] The information user device 4 is a device used
by a person who uses embedded SIM information. One
or more information user devices 4 are included. The
information user device 4 includes a network interface
4a, an arithmetic processing part 4b, and a storage part
4c.
[0025] The network interface 4a is formed by a dedi-
cated data communication circuit. The network interface
4a performs data communication with the peer-to-peer
network 2 connected via a wired or wireless communi-
cation line, or the like.
[0026] The storage part 4c is formed by a storage de-
vice such as a hard disk and a memory. The storage part
4c holds processing information necessary for various
processes performed by the arithmetic processing part
4b and a program 4d. The program 4d is a program load-
ed and executed by the arithmetic processing part 4b to
realize various processing parts. The program 4d is pre-
viously loaded from an external device (not shown) or a
program storage medium (not shown) via a data in-
put/output function such as the network interface 4a and
stored into the storage part 4c.
[0027] The arithmetic processing part 4b has a micro-
processor such as a CPU and a peripheral circuit thereof.
The arithmetic processing part 4b loads the program 4d
from the storage part 4c and executes it, coordinates the
above-described hardware and the program 4d, and
thereby realizes various processing parts. A major
processing part realized by the arithmetic processing part
4b is an information use request transaction generating
part 4e.
[0028] The information use request transaction gener-
ating part 4e generates an information use request trans-
action for inquiring about embedded SIM information in-
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cluding desired SIM identification information and broad-
casts the transaction to the peer-to-peer network 2
through the network interface 4a. For example, the infor-
mation use request transaction generating part 4e gen-
erates an information use request transaction including
SIM identification information. Moreover, the information
use request transaction generating part 4e receives a
response to the inquiry by the information use request
transaction, through the network interface 4a.
[0029] The peer-to-peer network 2 is formed by a plu-
rality of node devices 2a capable of peer-to-peer com-
munication with each other. Each of the node devices 2a
includes a network interface 2b, an arithmetic processing
part 2c, and a storage part 2d.
[0030] The network interface 2b is formed by a dedi-
cated data communication circuit. The network interface
2b performs data communication with various devices
such as another node device 2a, the information regis-
trant device 3 and the information user device 4 that are
connected via a wired or wireless communication line.
[0031] The storage part 2d is formed by a storage de-
vice such as a hard disk and a memory. The storage part
2d holds processing information necessary for various
processes performed by the arithmetic processing part
2c and a program 2e. The program 2e is a program load-
ed and executed by the arithmetic processing part 2c to
realize various processing parts. The program 2e is pre-
viously loaded from an external device (not shown) or a
program storage medium (not shown) via a data in-
put/output function such as the network interface 2b and
stored into the storage part 2d. Major processing infor-
mation stored in the storage part 2d is a blockchain 2f.
[0032] The blockchain 2f is a data structure in which
blocks each holding transactions of a predetermined pe-
riod are connected in chain. For example, a blockchain
of Ethereum may be used as the blockchain 2f, which is
not limited thereto. The blockchain 2f is also referred to
as an embedded SIM information DB.
[0033] The arithmetic processing part 2c has a micro-
processor such as a CPU and a peripheral circuit thereof.
The arithmetic processing part 2c loads the program 2e
from the storage part 2d and executes it, coordinates the
above-described hardware and the program 2e, and
thereby realizes various processing parts. A major
processing part realized by the arithmetic processing part
2c is a blockchain management part 2g and an inquiry
responding part 2h.
[0034] The blockchain management part 2g accumu-
lates information registration request transactions re-
ceived via the network interface 2b into the blockchain
2f, based on a consensus building algorithm executed in
cooperation with the other node 2a. Herein, the consen-
sus building algorithm refers to a general algorithm for
mutually approving a distributed ledger by using Proof of
Work (PoW) or the like. PoW is equivalent to an operation
called "mining" in Bitcoin and Ethereum.
[0035] The inquiry responding part 2h, in accordance
with an information use request transaction having been

received, generates a response corresponding to the re-
ceived information use request transaction. For example,
the inquiry responding part 2h receives an information
use request transaction (an information inquiry request)
via the network interface 2b. Then, the inquiry responding
part 2h acquires embedded SIM information including
SIM identification information included by the information
use request transaction, from the information accumu-
lated in the blockchain 2f. Then, the inquiry responding
part 2h generates a response to be transmitted through
the network interface 2b.
[0036] Fig. 46 is a flowchart showing an example of a
procedure to register embedded SIM information. With
reference to Fig. 46, the information registrant device 3
causes the information registration request transaction
generating part 3e to generate an information registration
request transaction (F01). An information registration re-
quest transaction includes embedded SIM information
including SIM identification information and a profile, an
electronic signature using a private key of the information
registrant put on the embedded SIM information, and a
public key paired with the private key. Next, the informa-
tion registrant device 3 causes the network interface 3a
to broadcast the information registration request trans-
action to the peer-to-peer network 2 (F02).
[0037] Each of the node devices 2a causes the network
interface 2b to receive the information registration re-
quest transaction broadcast to the peer-to-peer network
2 (F03). Next, each of the node devices 2a causes the
blockchain management part 2g to store the received
information registration request transaction in the block-
chain 2f, based on the consensus building algorithm ex-
ecuted in cooperation with the other node device 2a
(F04).
[0038] Fig. 47 is a flowchart showing an example of a
procedure to use embedded SIM information. With ref-
erence to Fig. 47, the information user device 4 causes
the information use request transaction generating part
4e to generate an information use request transaction
for inquiring about embedded SIM information including
desired SIM identification information (F11). Next, the
information user device 4 causes the network interface
4a to broadcast the information use request transaction
to the peer-to-peer network 2 (F12).
[0039] Each of the node devices 2a causes the network
interface 2b to receive the information use request trans-
action broadcast to the peer-to-peer network 2 (F13).
Next, each of the node devices 2a causes the inquiry
responding part 2h to acquire embedded SIM information
including SIM identification information included by the
information use request transaction, from the information
accumulated in the blockchain 2f (F14). Then, each of
the node devices 2a causes the network interface 2b to
transmit a response including the acquired information
to the information user device 4 (F15).
[0040] The information user device 4 causes the net-
work interface 4a to receive the response from the node
device 2a (F16). In the case of receiving responses from
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a plurality of node devices 2a to an information use re-
quest transaction having been transmitted, the informa-
tion user device 4 adopts the response from any of the
node devices 2a. For example, the information user de-
vice 4 may adopt the node device 2a having presented
embedded SIM information having been selected by a
majority vote or the like at the earliest time, as a response
node. Alternatively, the information user device 4 may
define a unique rule such as adopting information at the
time when the minimum number of nodes required to
return the same embedded SIM information has been
reached. The information user device 4 may define a rule
to pay some fee for an adopted node or a node having
provided adopted information.
[0041] Thus, according to this example embodiment,
embedded SIM information is managed by the block-
chain technology. For this reason, according to this ex-
ample embodiment, it is possible to provide an embed-
ded SIM information management system which is ex-
cellent in reliability, availability and maintainability.

[Second Example Embodiment]

[0042] Next, a second example embodiment of the
present invention will be described.

<Task to Be Solved in This Example Embodiment>

[0043] An embedded SIM is a subscriber identification
card module for mobile communication embedded in
M2M/IoT equipment or the like. In the embedded SIM, a
profile for communication with a specific mobile carrier
is written when the product is shipped from the factory.
In a case where the product is handed to an actual user
after shipped from the factory and the user wants to
switch to a contract with another mobile carrier, the set-
ting of the embedded SIM is remotely changed by actual
mobile communication (OTA: Over The Air) in the form
of roaming from the old carrier to the new carrier.
[0044] A network-side mechanism which supports set-
ting information management and setting change in an
embedded SIM as mentioned above is required. Accord-
ing to Non-Patent Document 3, such a mechanism is
realized by cooperation of a subscription information
management device (SM: Subscription Manager), a mo-
bile communication carrier device relating to an old con-
tract and a new contract, and so on.
[0045] This example embodiment shows, as a method
for managing an embedded SIM managing subscription
information management device database (hereinafter,
referred to as the DB for embedded SIM management),
a method for managing by a common distributed DB.
[0046] According to Non-Patent Document 3, informa-
tion written in an embedded SIM is an eUICC-ID (Em-
bedded Universal Integrated Circuit Card Identity) rep-
resenting the card number of the embedded SIM, an IC-
CID (Integrated Circuit Card ID) representing any of a
plurality of profiles in the embedded SIM, an IMSI (Inter-

national Mobile Subscriber Identity) representing a sub-
scriber SIM per mobile network operator, an MSISDN
(Mobile Subscriber International ISDN Number) repre-
senting a subscriber embedded SIM number per mobile
network operator, or the like. An IMSI and an MSISDN
can hold different contents for each profile represented
by an ICCID. The profiles are an embedded SIM setup
profile definitely written at the time of shipment from the
factory (Provisioning Profile) and a profile which is sub-
jected to setting change after shipment from the factory
and used in actual communication service operation (Op-
erational Profile).
[0047] As a network-side mechanism which supports
setting information management and setting change in
an embedded SIM as mentioned above, a subscription
information management device (SM: Subscription Man-
ager) is defined.
[0048] In actual operation, a subscription information
management device is managed by any of the manufac-
turer of the embedded SIM, the manufacturer of a product
equipped with the embedded SIM, a mobile network op-
erator (MNO) written in the embedded SIM setup profile
at the time of shipment from the factory and a third party,
or managed by them in cooperation. Additionally, accord-
ing to Patent Document 4, an organization with the con-
fidence of a plurality of MNOs take on the function of the
subscription information management device.
[0049] Whatever the management entity is, a function
corresponding to the subscription information manage-
ment device includes not only management of informa-
tion of the DB for embedded SIM management but also
remote change of the setting of the embedded SIM by
actual mobile communication (OTA: Over The Air).
Therefore, in actual operation, the subscription informa-
tion management device is managed by a mobile network
operator (MNO) with the confidence of a single organi-
zation or a plurality of organizations.
[0050] Every time a product equipped with an embed-
ded SIM is relocated (change of its owner, change of its
installation location including overseas, or the like) and
a mobile network operator which the user contracts is
changed, there is a need to update the information in the
subscription information management device and rewrite
the profile in the actual embedded SIM by remote setting
by using the OTA technology.
[0051] Further, in actual operation, there is also a pos-
sibility that a subscription information management de-
vice of a product equipped with an embedded SIM is also
relocated in the course of the relocation.
[0052] Thus, every time an embedded SIM equipped
product is relocated and a contract operator is changed,
a subscription information management device needs to
keep managing information of the embedded SIM (Task
1), and also needs to respond to an inquiry about em-
bedded SIM information from the other carrier (Task 2).
An embedded SIM subscription information administra-
tion operator needs to pay a great deal of cost for that
and are forced to charge for responding to an inquiry from
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another carrier, so that processing becomes more com-
plicated, for example, the fee is settled between opera-
tors every time an inquiry is made (Task 3). Moreover,
because an operator administrating a DB for embedded
SIM management varies depending on the kind of an
embedded SIM equipped product, or because there is a
possibility that an operator administrating a DB for em-
bedded SIM management (a subscription information
management device) relocates in the course of relocation
of an embedded SIM equipped product as described
above, other operators need to divide contacts for inquiry
about contract operator information of an embedded SIM
equipped product (that is, an operator of a DB for em-
bedded SIM management or a subscription information
management device) depending on the kind of a product
or depending on a pinpoint manufacture number, or the
like (Task 4).
[0053] Even if a single DB for embedded SIM manage-
ment is operated with funds contributed by all the oper-
ators (or a single MNO or a plurality of MNOs), a new
problem that the single DB for embedded SIM manage-
ment becomes a bottleneck is also concerned, so that
enhancement of the processing capability, reliability,
availability and so on of the DB is required (Task 5), which
leads to soaring contributions to the fund.

<Configuration of Example Embodiment>

[0054] With reference to Fig. 1, an embedded SIM
management system according to this example embod-
iment includes an information registrant device 10 (can
be plural) that registers information to a DB for embedded
SIM management, an information user device 20 (can
be plural) that uses the information in the DB for embed-
ded SIM management, and a peer-to-peer network 30.
[0055] The information registrant device 10 and the in-
formation user device 20 include an embedded SIM man-
ufacturer device, an embedded SIM equipped product
manufacturer device, a mobile network operator (MNO)
device, an embedded SIM equipped product owner de-
vice, an embedded SIM equipped product device, and
the like. The details of the embedded SIM manufacturer
device, the embedded SIM equipped product manufac-
turer device, the mobile network operator (MNO) device,
the embedded SIM equipped product owner device and
the embedded SIM equipped product device will be de-
scribed later.
[0056] The peer-to-peer network 30 manages a block-
chain (a chain of cryptographic hash blocks) handled in,
for example, Bitcoin (see Non-Patent Document 1, for
example) that is one of virtual currencies, and Ethereum
(see Non-Patent Document 2, for example) that is one
of smart contract realization platforms using the distrib-
uted ledger technology.
[0057] The DB for embedded SIM management in this
example embodiment is held and managed by a plurality
of participating nodes 40 (node devices) that participate
in the peer-to-peer network 30. The plurality of partici-

pating nodes 40 that participate in the peer-to-peer net-
work 30 may belong to a communication carrier or a col-
lective of carriers, or may be anonymous individuals that
do not belong to any organization or anonymous organ-
izations.
[0058] The plurality of participating nodes 40 that par-
ticipate in the peer-to-peer network 30 not only hold in-
formation and respond to an inquiry but also have a pro-
gram which can be automatically executed in the infor-
mation held in the DB. By execution of the above pro-
gram, the participating node 40 has a role in, for example,
exchanging confidence information when the owner of
an embedded SIM equipped product changes a contract
MNO, and prompting a mobile network operator (MNO)
device or the like to perform setup of embedded SIM
information by using the OTA technology.

<Operation of This Example Embodiment>

[0059] The information registrant devices 10 in this ex-
ample embodiment request registration of information by
broadcasting transactions for requesting information reg-
istration onto the DB for embedded SIM management,
to the entire peer-to-peer network 30.
[0060] Each of the participating nodes 40 that partici-
pate in the peer-to-peer network 30 verifies an informa-
tion registration request transaction having been broad-
cast and, if determining the transaction is valid, generates
a new block holding the transaction together with other
valid information registration request transactions, and
adds the new block to the end of the blockchain. A reward
to the participating node 40 is paid at the time of verifi-
cation of an information registration request transaction
and generation of a new block.
[0061] According to Non-Patent Document 1 and Non-
Patent Document 2, a blockchain is made by connecting
blocks having been subjected to hash calculation in
chain, and is recorded in a form that a consensus on the
validity of the contents is built among all the nodes par-
ticipating in the peer-to-peer network. For this reason, it
is generally said that falsification of the content recorded
as a blockchain is virtually impossible. Moreover, even
if a certain node intends to record wrong information on
purpose or intends not to record a requested content, the
participating nodes intend to record a correct content as
a whole while building a consensus. Therefore, it is gen-
erally said that the content recorded as a blockchain is
correct.
[0062] The information user devices 20 each inquire
the peer-to-peer network 30 about useful information
held in the DB for embedded SIM management. Alterna-
tively, any of the participating nodes 40 that participate
in the peer-to-peer network 30 autonomously transfer in-
formation to a proper information user device 20 in ac-
cordance with a program code that can be executed, in
the information held in the DB for embedded SIM man-
agement. Autonomously transferred information in-
cludes confidence information at the time when the owner
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of the embedded SIM equipped product changes the con-
tract MNO, information that prompts the mobile network
operator (MNO) device or the like to perform setup of
embedded SIM information by using the OTA technology,
and so on.

<Effect of This Example Embodiment>

[0063] According to this example embodiment, the DB
for embedded SIM management is managed by the par-
ticipating nodes 40 that participate in the peer-to-peer
network 30 as a whole, so that it is possible to solve Tasks
1, 2 and 4 mentioned above.
[0064] Task 3 mentioned above may be solved not by
settling an inquiry fee between telecommunications serv-
ice providers but by paying an inquiry fee as a fee in
cryptocurrency or the like to a node executing an inquiry
request transaction or an autonomous information trans-
fer transaction among the participating nodes 40 that par-
ticipate in the peer-to-peer network 30. Alternatively,
Task 3 may be solved by making a rule of the peer-to-
peer network, such as collecting the fee only at the time
of information registration and freeing the fee at the time
of information inquiry and autonomous information trans-
fer.
[0065] The bottleneck of a single DB in the common
DB method of Task 5 mentioned above can be solved,
because it is covered by all the participating nodes 40
that participate in the peer-to-peer network 30 according
to this example embodiment.

[Third Example Embodiment]

[0066] With reference to Fig. 2, an embedded SIM
management system according to this example embod-
iment includes an embedded SIM manufacturer device
100, an embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer
device 110, an old contract MNO device 120, a new con-
tract MNO device 130, an embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct owner device 140, an embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct device 150, a peer-to-peer network 160 that manages
a blockchain for embedded SIM management DB (a
chain of cryptographic hash blocks) handled in this ex-
ample embodiment, and a plurality of arbitrary participat-
ing nodes 170 that participate in the peer-to-peer network
160.
[0067] Herein, the embedded SIM equipped product
device 150 is M2M equipment, IoT equipment or the like
equipped with an embedded SIM. The embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 140 is a device such as
a personal computer and a smartphone owned by a per-
son who owns the embedded SIM equipped product de-
vice 150. The embedded SIM equipped product owner
device 140 may be the embedded SIM equipped product
device 150 itself (that is, the embedded SIM equipped
product owner device 140 and the embedded SIM
equipped product device 150 may represent the same).
[0068] The embedded SIM manufacturer device 100

is a device corresponding to a manufacturer such as a
manufacturer that manufactures an embedded SIM
mounted on the embedded SIM equipped product device
150. The embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer
device 110 is a device corresponding to a manufacturer
such as a manufacturer that manufactures the embedded
SIM equipped product device 150. The old contract MNO
device 120 and the new contract MNO device 130 are a
device corresponding to the MNO of an old contract and
a device corresponding to the MNO of a new contract in
view of the embedded SIM equipped product device 150.
[0069] Meanwhile, the embedded SIM manufacturer
device 100, the embedded SIM equipped product man-
ufacturer device 110, the old contract MNO device 120,
the new contract MNO device 130, the embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 140, and the embedded
SIM equipped product device 150 can be the information
registrant device 10 and the information user device 20
shown in Fig. 1. For this reason, the embedded SIM man-
ufacturer device 100, the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct manufacturer device 110, the old contract MNO de-
vice 120, the new contract MNO device 130, the embed-
ded SIM equipped product owner device 140, and the
embedded SIM equipped product device 150 will also be
referred to as the information registrant device 10 and
the information user device 20.
[0070] In the case of functioning as the information reg-
istrant device 10 shown in Fig. 1, the embedded SIM
manufacturer device 100, the embedded SIM equipped
product manufacturer device 110, the old contract MNO
device 120, the new contract MNO device 130 and the
embedded SIM equipped product owner device 140 each
generate a transaction for requesting information regis-
tration onto the DB for embedded SIM management de-
scribed in the second example embodiment, from infor-
mation on the corresponding embedded SIM that can be
known to the device itself, a timestamp, an electronic
signature obtained by encrypting the above information
with a private key, and a public key. Then, the embedded
SIM manufacturer device 100, the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 110, the old con-
tract MNO device 120, the new contract MNO device
130, and the embedded SIM equipped product owner
device 140 each broadcast the generated information
registration request transaction to the peer-to-peer net-
work 160.
[0071] The information on the corresponding embed-
ded SIM that can be known to the device itself can include
an embedded SIM number (SIM identification informa-
tion) (eUICC-ID), an embedded SIM equipped product
manufacture number (product serial number), a setup
profile MNO access ID (old MNO-ID), a setup profile IMSI
(old IMSI), a setup profile MSISDN (old MSISDN), an
operation profile MNO access ID (new MNO-ID), an op-
eration profile IMSI (new IMSI), an operation profile
MSISDN (new MSISDN), or the like.
[0072] The validity of the information registration re-
quest transaction broadcast in this example embodiment
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is verified by all the participating nodes 170 that partici-
pate in the peer-to-peer network 160, and it is approved
whether or not to record the transaction into the block-
chain by a consensus building process by all the partic-
ipating nodes 170.
[0073] Fig. 3 is an information component diagram
showing the relation of contents between a plurality of
transactions and a plurality of blocks in a blockchain.
Each TX (TX1, TX2, ......) represents an information reg-
istration request transaction. Each Hash (Hash 12, Hash
45) is a hash value returned from a cryptographic hash
function of two transactions. Each of the participating
nodes 170 performs hash calculation of all the transac-
tions of one block generation period and, until one Root-
Hash value (also referred to as a Merkle-Root value) is
obtained in the end, repeats verification of the validity of
transactions and calculation of hash values. At a block
generation time, each of the participating nodes 170 cal-
culates a hash value of a new block by using a hash value
of a block having been broadcast during a previous block
generation time (or hash values of all the previous blocks
including the last block recalculated by itself) and a Root-
Hash value generated from information registration re-
quest transactions newly generated during a current
block generation period. At that time, a hash value of a
new block is obtained while adjusting a NONCE value or
the like so that the hash value of the new block becomes
a value based on a rule in a consensus building process
defined in the peer-to-peer network, and broadcasts the
result to the peer-to-peer network 160.
[0074] The broadcasting may be performed by the in-
formation registrant device 10, or may be performed via
a substitutional device. However, an electronic signature
in the case of broadcasting via a substitutional device
shall be obtained by encrypting with the private key of
the information registrant device 10.
[0075] Further, the information registrant device 10
can inquiry a related device about information necessary
for registration onto the DB before generating a transac-
tion for information registration and broadcasting the
transaction. That is, the information registrant device can
generate a transaction for information registration and
broadcast the transaction after inquiring a related device
about information necessary for registration onto the DB.
[0076] Fig. 4 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how an information registration request transaction is
broadcast from the information registrant device 10 to
the peer-to-peer network 160 managing the DB for em-
bedded SIM management. As shown in Fig. 4, an infor-
mation registrant inputs a private key and public key pair
and information on a pertinent embedded SIM that can
be known to the registrant into the information registrant
device 10. Moreover, the information registrant device
10 obtains other information necessary for information
registration. After that, the information registrant device
10 broadcasts an information registration request trans-
action including the above-described information provid-
ed with a timestamp and an electronic signature using a

private key, to the peer-to-peer network 160.
[0077] To be specific, in Fig. 4, Signal S01 represents
an information input signal input from an information reg-
istrant into the information registrant device 10. Signal
S01 includes a private key, a public key, information that
can be known to the registrant, and a contact for inquiry
about other necessary information (URL, and so on). Sig-
nal S02 is a signal for requesting acquisition of informa-
tion necessary for information registration from the infor-
mation registrant device 10 to a device of the contact for
inquiry about necessary information. Moreover, Signal
S03 is a response signal to Signal S02. Signal S02 in-
cludes the content of the inquiry, the URL of the contact
for inquiry, and so on. Signal S03 includes the result of
the inquiry (response information). Signal S04 is an in-
formation registration request transaction signal which is
broadcast from the information registrant device 10 to
the peer-to-peer network 160. Signal S04 includes the
information on the pertinent embedded SIM that can be
known to the information registrant, the information nec-
essary for registration obtained in Signal S03, the times-
tamp, the electronic signature computed by using the
above information and the private key, and the public key.
[0078] It should be noted that the information neces-
sary for registration set within the information registration
request transaction to be broadcast differs depending on
what the information registrant device 10 is and the type
of a contract between related businesses. For example,
it is assumed that the information registrant device 10 is
the embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer de-
vice 110 and the information that can be known to the
device itself is the embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID)
and the manufacture number of an in-house product
equipped with the embedded SIM (product serial
number). Moreover, it is assumed that, at the time of ship-
ment of the product from the factory, the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 110 inquires a
pertinent MNO about information such as an MNO ac-
cess ID for setup profile (old MNO-ID), a setup profile
IMSI (old IMSI) and a setup profile MSISDM (old MSIS-
DN), and concludes a contract with the pertinent MNO
in a form that it can ship after setting the information in
a pertinent embedded SIM. In such a case, the informa-
tion necessary for registration in the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 110 is information
such as the MNO access ID for setup profile (old MNO-
ID), the setup profile IMSI (old IMSI) and the setup profile
MSISDN (old MSISDN). Moreover, a contact for inquiry
about the above information by the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 110 (that is, a de-
vice of a contact for inquiry about necessary information
in Fig. 4) is the old contract MNO device 120.
[0079] Fig. 5 is a flow diagram showing how the infor-
mation registrant device 10 transmits an information reg-
istration request transaction signal to the peer-to-peer
network 160 managing the DB for embedded SIM man-
agement. Step ST01 is a step for inputting information
by an information registrant into the information registrant
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device 10. At step ST01, a private key, a public key, in-
formation that can be known to a requester (the informa-
tion registrant), and so on. Step ST02 is a step in which
the information registrant device 10 inquires a contact
for inquiry (a device of a contact for inquiry about neces-
sary information) about necessary information. At step
ST02, the information registrant device 10 obtains a set-
up profile and so on from the device of the contact for
inquiry about necessary information. Step ST03 is a step
in which the information registrant device 10 generates
an information registration request transaction. The in-
formation registration request transaction includes infor-
mation that can be known to the information registrant
device itself, other information necessary for registration
(including the information obtained at Step ST02), a
timestamp, an electronic signature obtained by encrypt-
ing hash values of the above information with a private
key, and a public key. Step ST04 is a step in which the
information registrant device 10 broadcasts the generat-
ed information registration request transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 160.
[0080] Fig. 6 is an information component diagram
showing the relation of contents between information reg-
istrant device holding information 110, which is informa-
tion held by the information registrant device, and an in-
formation registration request transaction 120, which is
a transaction for requesting information registration onto
the DB for embedded SIM management. As shown in
Fig. 6, the information registrant device 10 holds an em-
bedded SIM number, other information necessary for
registration, a public key, and a private key. Moreover,
an information registration request transaction broadcast
by the information registrant device 10 includes an em-
bedded SIM number, other information necessary for
registration, a timestamp, a public key, and an electronic
signature. With reference to Fig. 6, it is understood that
an electronic signature is generated by encrypting an em-
bedded SIM number, other information necessary for
registration and a timestamp by using a private key.
[0081] All the participating nodes 170 participating in
the peer-to-peer network 160 generate blocks each hold-
ing a plurality of information registration request transac-
tions generated in a predetermined period and hash val-
ues thereof, connect all the information registration re-
quest transactions of a plurality of blocks in a plurality of
periods in the past and hash values of the blocks in chain
(referred to as a blockchain hereinafter), and holds and
manages the blockchain as a DB for embedded SIM man-
agement.
[0082] The information user device 20 (including the
information registrant device 10) inquires the peer-to-
peer network 160 about information necessary for
processing on its own embedded SIM.
[0083] For example, it is assumed that the embedded
SIM equipped product manufacturer device 110, at the
time of shipment from the factory, writes information such
as an embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID), an embedded
SIM equipped product manufacture number (product se-

rial number), an MNO access ID for setup profile (old
MNO-ID), a setup profile IMSI (old IMSI) and a setup
profile MSISDN (old MSISDM) into an embedded SIM
mounted on the product, and simultaneously broadcasts
an information registration request transaction including
the above information to the peer-to-peer network 160.
In such a case, it is conceivable that a person (owner)
who purchases the embedded SIM equipped product
carries out the inquiry described above when using the
product for the first time.
[0084] More specifically, it is assumed that the owner
of the embedded SIM equipped product device 150 con-
cludes a mobile network use contract with a new MNO
in the actual use location. Moreover, it is assumed that
the embedded SIM equipped product device 150 is first
connected to a mobile network managed by the new
MNO. For example, in such a case, the new contract
MNO device 130 as the connection destination transmits
an information use request transaction to the peer-to-
peer network 160 in order to judge information issued by
the embedded SIM equipped product device 150. Then,
the new contract MNO device 130 obtains registration
information on the embedded SIM in a response signal,
and continues necessary processing. The obtained reg-
istration information includes, for example, an embedded
SIM equipped product manufacture number (product se-
rial number) associated with an embedded SIM number
(eUICC-ID), an MNO access ID for setup profile (old
MNO-ID), a setup profile IMSI (old IMSI), a setup profile
MSISDN (old MSISDN), and the like.
[0085] Further, the new contract MNO device 130 de-
termines whether or not the information issued by the
connected embedded SIM equipped product device 150
matches the information obtained by broadcasting the
information use request transaction. For example, in a
case where both the information match (in a case where
matching profiles are included), the new contract MNO
device 130 determines that, without performing normal
roaming between mobile network service providers, it is
possible to rewrite setup information of the embedded
SIM to information of the new contract MNO (new MNO-
ID, new IMSI, new MSISDN) by using the OTA technol-
ogy in the new contract MNO device 130. Then, the new
contract MNO device 130 continues the information re-
writing process for the actual embedded SIM. This will
be described with reference to Fig. 7 and 8.
[0086] Fig. 7 is a signal sequence diagram showing a
process performed when, after the owner of the embed-
ded SIM equipped product device 150 concludes a mo-
bile network use contract with a new MNO, first connect-
ing the embedded SIM equipped product device 150 to
the mobile network managed by the new MNO. Signal
S11 is an initial connection signal of the embedded SIM
equipped product device 150 to the new contract MNO
device 130. Signal S11 includes an old MNO-ID, an old
IMSI, an old MSISD, an embedded SIM number (eUICC-
ID), or the like. Signal S12 is an information use request
transaction signal broadcast from the new contract MNO
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device 130 to the peer-to-peer network 160. Signal S12
includes the embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID) ob-
tained in Signal S11. Signal S13 is a response signal
from any of the participating nodes 170 participating in
the peer-to-peer network 160. The response signal in-
cludes information (that is, the old MNO-ID, the old IMSI,
the old MSISD) for setup profile associated with the em-
bedded SIM number (eUICC-ID), or the like. There is a
possibility that response signals are returned by a plu-
rality of nodes. For this reason, the new contract MNO
device 130 can have a configuration for adopting any of
the returned response signals. For example, the new
contract MNO device 130 adopts a node presenting in-
formation selected by majority vote at the earliest time,
as a response node. Alternatively, the new contract MNO
device 130 can be configured to have a unique rule such
as adopting information at the time when the minimum
required number of nodes returning the same information
is reached. A rule for paying some fee for the adopted
node or the node that provides the adopted information
may be defined. Alternatively, the new contract MNO de-
vice 130 can be configured to always cache copies of all
the information of the blockchain at constant intervals. In
this case, the new contract MNO device 130 may omit
the processing by Signals S12 and S13 and, instead,
obtain setup profile information on the connected em-
bedded SIM equipped product device 150 (actually, the
embedded SIM) by using the abovementioned cache.
Signal S14 represents a process to rewrite information
in the embedded SIM of the embedded SIM equipped
product device 150 in the new contract MNO device 130
after it is determined that the connection by Signal S11
is proper. The details of the processing by Signal S14
will be described later.
[0087] Fig. 8 is a flow diagram showing an example of
processing by the new contract MNO device 130. To be
specific, Fig. 8 shows an example of the flow from the
time when the new contract MNO device 130 receives
an initial connection signal of the embedded SIM
equipped product device 150 to the time when the em-
bedded SIM rewriting process is performed. For exam-
ple, the new contract MNO device 130 broadcasts an
information use request transaction to the peer-to-peer
network 160, and obtains setup profile information (the
old MNO-ID, the old IMSI, the old MSISDN) associated
with the pertinent embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID).
Then, the new contract MNO device 130 judges the va-
lidity of the initial connection signal by using the obtained
information, and executes a process of rewriting the per-
tinent embedded SIM information. Alternatively, the new
contract MNO device 130 obtains setup profile informa-
tion (old MNO-ID, old IMSI, old MSISDN) associated with
the pertinent embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID) from
blockchain data that has been separately obtained in ad-
vance. Then, the new contract MNO device 130 judges
the validity of the initial connection signal by using the
obtained information, and executes the process of rewrit-
ing the pertinent embedded SIM information.

[0088] Step ST11 is a step for receiving an initial con-
nection signal in the new contract MNO device 130. Step
ST12 is a processing branch step. At step ST12, the
processing branches in a manner that the new contract
MNO device 130 performs an embedded SIM rewriting
process according to a conventional method (left branch
in Fig. 8), or makes a unique judgment by using the cache
of blockchain data (right branch in Fig. 8), or judges by
broadcasting an information use request transaction to
the peer-to-peer network 160 (center branch in Fig. 8).
Step ST13 is a step in which the new contract MNO de-
vice 130 broadcasts, to the peer-to-peer network 160, an
information use request transaction for inquiring about
setup profile information (old MNO-ID, old IMSI, old
MSISDN) associated with the eUICC-ID of the embedded
SIM mounted on the embedded SIM equipped product
device 150 having emitted the initial connection signal.
Step ST14 is a step in which the new contract MNO de-
vice 130 waists for a response signal to a broadcast sig-
nal and adopts any response content and response node
from among them. Moreover, step ST14 is a step for judg-
ing the validity of information in the initial connection sig-
nal received at step ST11 based on the adopted response
content. Step ST15 is a step in which after validity is
confirmed at step ST14, the new contract MNO device
130 rewrites information in the embedded SIM. The de-
tails of Step ST15 will be described later. To step ST15,
the processing also flows from a unique judgment proc-
ess on blockchain data having branched to the right at
step ST12.
[0089] Participants (the participating nodes 170) of the
peer-to-peer network 160 need to provide computer pow-
er by a large amount of cryptographic hash calculation,
validation of transactions, generation of a blockchain,
and so on. For this reason, in order to maintain the system
described in this embodiment, it is necessary to motivate
maintenance of the network. That is, some fee is re-
quired.
[0090] For example, according to Non-Patent Docu-
ment 1, specific bitcoins are given to a person who has
won competition of hash calculation of a new block, which
is a bundle of transactions for exchange (transfer of own-
ership) of bitcoin that is cryptocurrency, and has success-
fully recorded it onto the end of the blockchain. This is
called coin mining (mining). Currently, new blocks are
generated at intervals of about 10 minutes and 25 bitcoins
are mined. The amount of coins mined every 10 minutes
decreases by half once every four years. Mined coins do
not affect the issuer of a transaction. In addition to coin
mining, it is possible to include an extra fee from the issuer
of a transaction into the transaction (transfer of the own-
ership of bitcoins for the fee). It is also possible to define
another cryptocurrency, multipurpose point, or the like,
on the base of bitcoin.
[0091] Further, according to Non-Patent Document 2,
specific ethers are given to a person who has won com-
petition of hash calculation of a new block, which is a
bundle of transactions not only for exchange (transfer of
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ownership) of ether that is a cryptocurrency in Ethereum
but also relating to conclusion of a smart contract (a con-
tract which can be confirmed on a computer) and fulfill-
ment of a contract (a code which can be automatically
executed on a computer) and has successfully recorded
onto the end of a blockchain (referred to as a mining
successor hereinafter). A reward given to a mining suc-
cessor includes 5 ethers fixed for one mining, and ethers
corresponding to the amount of transaction information
collected from the transaction issuer and fuel (Gas) de-
fined in Ethereum necessary for execution of a contract
fulfillment code.
[0092] In this example embodiment, it is possible to
configure so that an information registration request
transaction approval fee for recording to a blockchain for
embedded SIM management DB is paid in the same
manner as these virtual currencies or with a separately
determined cryptocurrency, multipurpose point, or the
like.
[0093] A consensus building process is performed
based on competition of cryptographic hash calculation
at the time of update of a blockchain or a separately de-
fined consensus building rule dedicated for peer-to-peer
network.
[0094] Distribution of the approval fee to the participat-
ing nodes 170 of the peer-to-peer network 160 is per-
formed by a person who has won competition of crypto-
graphic hash calculation or based on a separately de-
fined consensus building rule.
[0095] The information registrant devices 10 in the sec-
ond example embodiment, or the embedded SIM man-
ufacturer device 100, the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct manufacturer device 110, the old contract MNO de-
vice 120, the new contract MNO device 130, the embed-
ded SIM equipped product owner device 140 and the
embedded SIM equipped product device 150 that serve
as the information registrant devices 10 in the third ex-
ample embodiment have no concern with a consensus
building process, a rule or a method for distributing the
approval fee. These devices only need to simply care
about the success or failure of a transaction issued there-
by. However, as for confirmation of the success or failure
of a transaction, the information user device 20 can con-
firm registration information issued by itself, but any par-
ticular confirmation is not required. That is, at the time of
broadcasting an information registration request trans-
action, the confirmation is unnecessary if it believes that
the transaction has succeeded based on the consensus
building process of the peer-to-peer network 160, but if
it does not immediately believe, any confirmation is pos-
sible is possible.
[0096] A blockchain is obtained by cryptographic hash
calculation of a plurality of transactions issued in the past
and a plurality of blocks generated in the past, and all
the nodes participating in the peer-to-peer network 160
hold the same information through the consensus build-
ing process. For this reason, falsification such as change
and deletion is practically impossible. If a certain partic-

ipating node 170 intends to falsify past data, the node
170 needs to redo hash calculation of a transaction which
the node wants to falsify and a block holding the trans-
action and all transactions generated after that and hash
calculation of all blocks generated after that, and continue
to overcome competition for cryptographic hash calcula-
tion or keep showing that there is no inconsistency on
the consensus building process against all the other par-
ticipating nodes 170. Whether the falsification succeeds
or not depends on superiority and inferiority between
computer power of the participating node 170 which
wants to falsify and the total value of computer power of
all the other participating nodes 170. As block generation
progresses, the probability that a malicious node contin-
ues to win will drop dramatically, so that the falsification
of the blockchain will be found in the near future and
replaced with another valid blockchain. This is that a
blockchain cannot be falsified virtually.
[0097] Therefore, in a case where the owner of the
embedded SM equipped product device 150 is changed
(or not changed) and the MNO in use contract transfers
to another MNO or the use contract of the embedded
SIM equipped product device 150 is terminated, update
or deletion of the DB for embedded SIM management is
done in the following form; that is, broadcasting a trans-
action in which change of transfer destination information
(the public key of the owner, contract MNO information
for setup profile or operation profile) with an embedded
SIM number (eUICC-ID) as a main key, and adding to
the blockchain through the consensus building process.

[Fourth Example Embodiment]

[0098] This example embodiment describes an em-
bedded SIM management system which is robust against
an attack such that a malicious third party who knows
another person’s embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID)
generates any pair of private key and public key and
broadcasts a fake information registration request trans-
action. Hereinafter, the configuration and operation of
this example embodiment will be described with refer-
ence to Figs. 9 and 10.
[0099] Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing by a node participating in a peer-to-peer net-
work. The processing shown in Fig. 9 is equivalent to,
for example, the processing by the blockchain manage-
ment part 2g of the node device 2a shown in Fig. 45.
[0100] With reference to Fig. 9, the blockchain man-
agement part 2g receives an information registration re-
quest transaction broadcast by the information registrant
device 3 (ST31). Then, the blockchain management part
2g decrypts an electronic signature included in the re-
ceived information registration request transaction by us-
ing a public key included in the received information reg-
istration request transaction. Moreover, the blockchain
management part 2g calculates a hash value from the
content (in the case shown in Fig. 6, an embedded SIM
number, other information necessary for registration, and
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a timestamp) of the received information registration re-
quest transaction (ST32). Next, the blockchain manage-
ment part 2g compares the hash value obtained by de-
crypting the electronic signature with the above-de-
scribed generated hash value and thereby judges the
validity of the electronic signature (ST33). Then, in a case
where the electronic signature is invalid, the blockchain
management part 2g handles the currently received in-
formation registration request transaction as an invalid
transaction and broadcasts a transaction error to the
peer-to-peer network (ST34).
[0101] On the other hand, in a case where the elec-
tronic signature is valid, the blockchain management part
2g retrieves, from the blockchain 2f, all the previously
approved information registration request transactions
(and transactions in a block that is the latest but is not
generated yet, which will be referred to as the latest not-
generated block) relating to the same embedded SIM
number as the embedded SIM number included in the
currently received information registration request trans-
action (ST35). Next, the blockchain management part 2g
judges, based on the public key included in the currently
received information registration request transaction and
public keys included in the information registration re-
quest transactions retrieved at Step ST35, whether all
the public keys match, that is, only one kind of public key
is present, or the public keys do not match, that is, a
public key which does not match the other public keys is
present (ST36). In a case where all the public keys match,
the blockchain management part 2g handles the current-
ly received information registration request transaction
as a valid transaction and holds the transaction in the
latest not-generated block (ST37).
[0102] On the other hand, in a case where the public
keys do not match, the blockchain management part 2g
compares the public key included in the currently re-
ceived information registration request transaction with
a new public key to be described in a fifth example em-
bodiment (ST38). Then, in a case where the public key
included in the currently received information registration
request transaction matches the new public key, the
blockchain management part 2g handles the currently
received information registration request transaction as
a valid transaction and holds the transaction in the latest
not-generated block (ST37). However, in a case where
the public key included in the currently received informa-
tion registration request transaction does not match the
new public key, the blockchain management part 2g han-
dles the currently received information registration re-
quest transaction as an invalid transaction and broad-
casts a transaction error to the peer-to-peer network
(ST34). Thus, in a case where a public key included in a
currently received information registration request trans-
action matches a new public key that is a newest public
key at least, the blockchain management part 2g handles
the received information registration request transaction
as a valid transaction.
[0103] Fig. 10 is a conceptual diagram showing an ex-

ample of the processing at steps ST35 and ST36 of Fig.
9. In Fig. 10, TX8 denotes a currently received informa-
tion registration request transaction. TX1 to TX7 denote
previously approved information registration request
transactions (and transactions in the latest not-generated
block). The information registration request transaction
TX2 is a transaction including the same embedded SIM
number as an embedded SIM number included in the
information registration request transaction TX8. In the
case shown in Fig. 10, the blockchain management part
2g retrieves, from the previous information registration
request transactions, the information registration request
transaction TX2 having the same embedded SIM number
as the embedded SIM number included in the information
registration request transaction TX8. Subsequently, the
blockchain management part 2g compares the public
keys of the information registration request transactions
TX2 and TX8. Then, in a case where the public keys of
the information registration request transactions TX2 and
TX8 match, the blockchain management part 2g handles
the currently received information registration request
transaction TX8 as a valid transaction.

[Fifth Example Embodiment]

[0104] In this example embodiment, a number porta-
bility information management system configured to be
able to change a private key and public key pair will be
described.
[0105] In general, it is conceivable that a legitimate
owner of an embedded SIM equipped product updates
a private key and public key pair as usual operation. Al-
ternatively, it is conceivable that, as usual operation, a
legitimate owner of an embedded SIM equipment product
abandons a contract to use the embedded SIM equipped
product or transfers the ownership to another person. In
this example embodiment, as will be described later, the
above-described situation is dealt with by broadcasting
an information registration request transaction including
a new public key to a peer-to-peer network. In other
words, in this example embodiment, the above-de-
scribed situation is resolved by broadcasting a content
in which information of changing the public key of the
legitimate owner for an embedded SIM number (eUICC-
ID) to a new public key (including the public key of another
person who the ownership is transferred to) is added to
an information registration request transaction, to a peer-
to-peer network only one time (or every time a public key
is updated or the ownership is transferred). The config-
uration and operation of this example embodiment will
be described with reference to Figs. 11, 12, 13 and 9.
[0106] Fig. 11 is a flow diagram showing how the in-
formation registrant device 10 transmits an information
registration request transaction signal to the peer-to-peer
network 160. Step ST21 is a step in which the information
registrant device 10 accepts an input of information from
an information registrant. At step ST21, a private key, a
public key, and information which can be known by a
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requester (the information registrant) are input. Step
ST22 is a step in which the information registrant device
10 inquires a contact of inquiry (for example, a device of
the contact of inquiry about necessary information shown
in Fig. 4) about necessary information. At step ST22, the
information registrant device 10 obtains a setup profile
or the like from the device of the contact of inquiry about
necessary information, or the like. In this example em-
bodiment, Step ST22 may be omitted. Step ST23 is a
step for judging whether or not to update to a new key
pair. Step ST24 is a step for generating an information
registration request transaction in the case of not updat-
ing to a new key pair. Processing performed at step ST24
is the same as the processing performed at step ST03
of Fig. 5. Step ST25 is a step for generating an information
registration request transaction in the case of updating
to a new key pair. Step ST26 is a step for broadcasting
the information registration request transaction generat-
ed at Step ST24 or Step ST25 to the peer-to-peer network
160.
[0107] Fig. 12 is an explanatory diagram of Step ST25
for generating an information registration request trans-
action in the case of updating to a new key pair. With
reference to Fig. 12, an information registration request
transaction (for a new public key) 1120 includes an em-
bedded SIM number, profile information, a timestamp, a
new public key, an old public key, and an electronic sig-
nature. The electronic signature is put on the embedded
SIM number, the profile information, the timestamp and
the new public key by using the old private key. The profile
information may be omitted. Thus, it is understood that
in the case of updating to a new key pair, a new public
key is included in an information registration request
transaction, when compared with the case shown in Fig.
6.
[0108] Fig. 13 shows an example of a plurality of infor-
mation registration request transactions TX#1 to TX#4
relating to the same embedded SIM number accumulat-
ed in a blockchain of a certain node. The information
registration request transaction TX#1 includes an elec-
tronic signature A1 put on information including an em-
bedded SIM number N and a profile X by using a public
key A. The information registration request transaction
TX#2 is a transaction for updating the key pair and in-
cludes an electronic signature A2 put on information in-
cluding the embedded SIM number N and a new public
key B by using the public key A. Because the profile X is
not changed, the information of the profile X is not shown
in the information registration request transaction TX#2.
The information registration request transaction TX#3 is
a transaction for updating the profile and includes an elec-
tronic signature B1 put on information including the em-
bedded SIM number N and a new profile Y by using a
public key B. The information registration request trans-
action TX#4 is a transaction for updating both the key
pair and the profile, and includes an electronic signature
B2 put on information including the embedded SIM
number N, a new profile Z and a new public key C by

using the public key B.
[0109] Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an example of
processing by a node participating in a peer-to-peer net-
work. As described before, the processing shown in Fig.
9 is equivalent to, for example, the processing by the
blockchain management part 2g of the node device 2a
shown in Fig. 45. Because the overall flow of the process-
ing shown in Fig. 9 has already been described, a flow
in a scene of processing the information registration re-
quest transactions TX#2 to TX#4 shown in Fig. 13 will
be described below.
[0110] In a scene where the information registration
request transaction TX#2 is received, an already regis-
tered transaction including the same embedded SIM
number N is only TX#1. Therefore, when judging that the
electronic signature A2 is valid, the blockchain manage-
ment part 2g retrieves the transaction TX#1 (ST35). In
this case, the public keys match between the transactions
TX#1 and TX#2. Therefore, the blockchain management
part 2g holds the transaction TX#2 as a valid transaction
in the latest not-generated block (ST37). The transaction
TX#2 includes the new public key B. Therefore, the public
key B is handled as a valid public key afterward.
[0111] Next, it is assumed that the information regis-
tration request transaction TX#3 is received. In this
scene, already registered transactions including the
same embedded SIM number N are two transactions
TX#1 and TX#2. Therefore, when judging that the elec-
tronic signature B1 is valid, the blockchain management
part 2g retrieves the transactions TX#1 and TX#2 (ST35).
In this case, the public keys do not match among the
transactions TX#1 to TX#3. For this reason, the block-
chain management part 2g compares the public key B
included in the transaction TX#3 with the currently valid
new public key B (ST38). Since the public keys match
consequently, the blockchain management part 2g holds
the transaction TX#3 as a valid transaction in the latest
not-generated block (ST37). Since the transaction TX#3
includes a new profile Y, the profile Y is handled as a
valid profile afterward.
[0112] Next, it is assumed that the information regis-
tration request transaction TX#4 is received. In this
scene, already registered transactions including the
same embedded SIM number N are three transactions
TX#1 to TX#3. Therefore, when judging that the electron-
ic signature B2 is valid, the blockchain management part
2g retrieves the transactions TX#1 to TX#3 (ST35). In
this case, the public keys do not match among the trans-
actions TX#1 to TX#4. For this reason, the public key B
included in the transaction TX#4 is compared with the
currently valid new public key B (ST38). Since the public
keys match consequently, the blockchain management
part 2g holds the transaction TX#4 as a valid transaction
in the latest not-generated block (ST37). The transaction
TX#4 includes a new public key C and a new profile Z.
For this reason, the public key C is handled as a valid
public key afterward and the profile Z is handled as a
valid profile afterward.
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[0113] Thus, according to this example embodiment,
in a case where a key pair is updated, an information
registration request transaction including a new public
key is broadcast. Moreover, the blockchain management
part 2g is configured to, in a case where a public key
included in a currently received information registration
request transaction matches a latest "new public key"
included in a retrieved information registration request
transaction, handle the received information registration
request transaction as a valid transaction. With such a
configuration, it is possible to change a pair of private
key and public key.

[Sixth Example Embodiment]

[0114] In this example embodiment, an embedded SIM
management system which is robust against an attack
such that, for the purpose of seizing the ownership of any
embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID) having never been
used, a malicious third party generates any pair of private
key and public key and firstly broadcasts an information
registration request transaction including the new public
key will be described.
[0115] In this example embodiment, the manufacturer
of an embedded SIM becomes the initial owner of an
embedded SIM number range, or transfers the ownership
of an embedded SIM number (or number range) to an
embedded SIM equipped product manufacture that is the
sales destination of the embedded SIM. Then, an initial
information registration request transaction including a
new public key for any embedded SIM number (or
number range or plural discontinuous numbers) is broad-
cast from an embedded SIM manufacturer device or an
embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer device,
or from a device of the initial purchaser (that is, owner)
of an embedded SIM equipped product. It is needless to
say that public keys and electronic signatures included
in information registration request transactions vary de-
pending on transmitters of broadcast signals. A "new
public key" included in an information registration request
transaction includes a public key of a person approved
as a legitimate owner of an embedded SIM (or an em-
bedded SIM equipped product) by the transmitter of the
information registration request transaction. Hereinafter,
the configuration and operation of this example embod-
iment will be described with reference to Figs. 14 to 30.
[0116] First, a configuration in which an initial informa-
tion registration request transaction including a new pub-
lic key for any embedded SIM number (or number range
or plural discontinuous numbers) is broadcast by an em-
bedded SIM manufacturer device will be described with
reference to Figs. 14 to 17.
[0117] With reference to Fig. 14, the system includes
an embedded SIM manufacturer device 400, an embed-
ded SIM equipped product manufacturer device 410, a
contract MNO device 420, a peer-to-peer network 430
that manages a blockchain for embedded SIM manage-
ment DB, and a plurality of participating nodes 440 that

participate in the peer-to-peer network 430.
[0118] Fig. 15 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how an information registration request transaction is
broadcast from the embedded SIM manufacturer device
400 to the peer-to-peer network 430 managing the em-
bedded SIM management DB. As shown in Fig. 15, a
person in charge of embedded SIM manufacture inputs
necessary information into the embedded SIM manufac-
turer device 400. Moreover, the embedded SIM manu-
facturer device 400 obtains necessary information from
the embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer de-
vice 410. After that, the embedded SIM manufacturer
device 400 broadcasts, to the peer-to-peer network 430,
an information registration request transaction including
the above-described information provided with a times-
tamp and an electronic signature using a private key.
[0119] To be specific, in Fig. 15, Signal S41 represents
an information input signal to the embedded SIM manu-
facturer device 400 by the person in charge of embedded
SIM manufacture. Signal S41 includes a private key, a
public key, information that can be known by the person,
and a contact of inquiry about other information (URL, or
the like). Signal S42 is a necessary information acquisi-
tion request signal for information registration to the em-
bedded SIM quipped product manufacturer device 410,
by the embedded SIM manufacturer device 400. Signal
S43 is a response signal to Signal S42. Signal S42 in-
cludes outsourcing of management of an embedded SIM
number range to the embedded SIM equipped product
manufacturer device 410, an inquiry about a public key
of the embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer,
the URL of a contract for inquiry, and the like. Signal S43
includes response information with respect to the inquiry.
Signal S44 is an information registration request trans-
action signal broadcast from the embedded SIM manu-
facturer device 400 to the peer-to-peer network 430. Sig-
nal S44 includes information on the embedded SIM that
can be known to the embedded SIM manufacturer device
itself, other information necessary for registration ob-
tained in signal S43, a timestamp, an electronic signature
calculated by using the above information and a private
key, and a public key.
[0120] Fig. 16 is a flow diagram how the embedded
SIM manufacturer device 400 transmits an information
registration request transaction signal to the peer-to-peer
network 430 managing the DB for embedded SIM man-
agement. Step ST41 is a step in which the embedded
SIM manufacturer device 400 inputs the above-de-
scribed information from the person in charge of embed-
ded SIM manufacture. Step ST42 is a step in which the
embedded SIM manufacturer device 400 inquires the
embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer device
410 about the above-described information. Step ST43
is a step in which the embedded SIM manufacturer device
400 generates an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key). Step ST44 is a step in which
the embedded SIM manufacturer device 400 broadcasts
the generated information registration request transac-
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tion to the peer-to-peer network 430.
[0121] Fig. 17 is an explanatory diagram of Step ST43
for generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key). An information registration
request transaction (for a new public key) 1220 includes
an embedded SIM number range (or plural discontinuous
numbers), profile information, a timestamp, a new public
key, a public key, and an electronic signature. The elec-
tronic signature is put on the embedded SIM number
range (or plural discontinuous numbers), the profile in-
formation, the timestamp and the new public key by using
a private key. The profile information may be omitted.
[0122] Next, a configuration in which an initial informa-
tion registration request transaction including a new pub-
lic key for any embedded SIM number (or number range
or plural discontinuous numbers) is broadcast from an
embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer device
will be described with reference to Figs. 18 to 21.
[0123] With reference to Fig. 18, the system includes
an embedded SIM manufacturer device 500, an embed-
ded SIM equipped product manufacturer device 510, a
contract MNO device 520, a peer-to-peer network 530
that manages a DB for embedded SIM management, and
a plurality of participating nodes 540 that participate in
the peer-to-peer network 530.
[0124] Fig. 19 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how an information registration request transaction is
broadcast from the embedded SIM equipped product
manufacturer device 510 to the peer-to-peer network 530
that manages the DB for embedded SIM management.
As shown in Fig. 19, a person in charge of embedded
SIM equipped product manufacture inputs necessary in-
formation into the embedded SIM equipped product man-
ufacturer device 510. Moreover, the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 510 obtains nec-
essary information from the embedded SIM manufactur-
er device 500. After that, the embedded SIM equipped
product manufacturer device 510 broadcasts, to the
peer-to-peer network 530, an information registration re-
quest transaction including the above-described informa-
tion provided with a timestamp and an electronic signa-
ture by using a private key.
[0125] To be specific, in Fig. 19, Signal S51 represents
an information input signal to the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacture device 510 by the person
in charge of embedded SIM equipped product manufac-
ture. Signal S51 includes a private key and public key
pair of the embedded SIM equipped product manufac-
turer device and information (URL, or the like) of the em-
bedded SIM manufacturer device 500. Signal S52 is a
request signal to obtain an embedded SIM number range
outsourcing certificate, from the embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device 510 to the em-
bedded SIM manufacturer device 500. Moreover, Signal
S53 is a response signal to Signal S52. Signal S52 in-
cludes the URL or the like of the embedded SIM manu-
facturer device 500. Signal S53 includes the embedded
SIM number range outsourcing certificate. Signal S54 is

an information registration request transaction signal that
is broadcast by the embedded SIM equipped product
manufacturer device 510 to the peer-to-peer network
530.
[0126] Fig. 20 is a flow diagram showing how the em-
bedded SIM equipped product manufacturer device 510
transmits an information registration request transaction
signal to the peer-to-peer network 530 that manages the
DB for embedded SIM management. Step ST51 is a step
in which the embedded SIM equipped product manufac-
turer device 510 inputs the above-described information
input by the person in charge of embedded SIM equipped
product manufacture. Step ST52 is a step in which the
embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer device
510 inquires the embedded SIM manufacturer device
500 about the above-described information. Step ST53
is a step in which the embedded SIM equipped product
manufacturer device 510 generates an information reg-
istration request transaction (for a new public key). Step
ST54 is a step in which the embedded SIM equipped
product manufacturer device 510 broadcasts the gener-
ated information registration request transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 530.
[0127] Fig. 21 is an explanatory diagram of Step ST53
for generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key). An information registration
request transaction (for a new public key) 1320 includes
an embedded SIM number range (or plural discontinuous
numbers or a single number), an outsourcing certificate
(with an outsourcer electronic signature) 1310, profile in-
formation, a timestamp, a new public key (an outsourcee
public key), a public key (an outsourcee public key), and
an electronic signature. The outsourcing certificate 1310
includes an outsourced number range, an outsourcee
public key, and an outsourcer electronic signature. The
electronic signature included in the transaction is put on
the embedded SIM number range (or plural discontinu-
ous numbers or a single number), the outsourcing cer-
tificate (with outsourcer electronic signature), the profile
information, the timestamp, and the new public key (out-
sourcee public key), by using an outsourcee private key.
The profile information may be omitted. As the new public
key, a public key of an embedded SIM number owner
may be used.
[0128] Next, a configuration in which an initial informa-
tion registration request transaction including a new pub-
lic key for any embedded SIM number is broadcast from
an initial embedded SIM equipped product owner device
will be described with reference to Figs. 22 to 25.
[0129] With reference to Fig. 22, the system includes
an embedded SIM equipped product owner device 600,
a new contract MNO device 610, an old contract MNO
device 620, a peer-to-peer network 630 that manages a
DB for embedded SIM management, and a plurality of
participating nodes 640 participating in the peer-to-peer
network 630.
[0130] Fig. 23 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
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600 broadcasts an information registration request trans-
action to the peer-to-peer network 630 managing the DB
for embedded SIM management. As shown in Fig. 23, a
subscriber inputs necessary information into the embed-
ded SIM equipped product owner device 600. Moreover,
the embedded SIM equipped product owner device 600
acquires necessary information from the new contract
MNO device 610. After that, the embedded SIM equipped
product owner device 600 broadcasts an information reg-
istration request transaction including the above-de-
scribed information provided with a timestamp and an
electronic signature by using a private key, to the peer-
to-peer network 630.
[0131] To be specific, in Fig. 23, Signal S61 represents
an information input signal that is input by the subscriber
into the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
600. Signal S61 includes a private key and public key
pair of the subscriber and information (URL, or the like)
of the new contract MNO device 610. Signal S62 is a
request signal to obtain profile information, a subcontract
certificate (and an outsourcing certificate) and so on, sent
from the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
600 to the new contract MNO device 610. Moreover, Sig-
nal S63 is a response signal to Signal S62. Signal S62
includes the URL or the like of the new contract MNO
device 610. Signal S63 includes a subcontract certificate
(and an outsourcing certificate). Signal S64 is an infor-
mation registration request transaction signal that is
broadcast from the embedded SIM equipped product
owner device 600 to the peer-to-peer network 630.
[0132] Fig. 24 is a flow diagram showing how the em-
bedded SIM equipped product owner device 600 trans-
mits an information registration request transaction sig-
nal to the peer-to-peer network 630 that manages the
DB for embedded SIM management. Step ST61 is a step
in which the embedded SIM equipped product owner de-
vice 600 inputs the above-described information input by
the subscriber. Step ST62 is a step in which the embed-
ded SIM equipped product owner device 600 inquires
the new contract MNO device 610 about the above in-
formation. Step ST63 is a step in which the embedded
SIM equipped product owner device 600 generates an
information registration request transaction (for a new
public key). Step ST64 is a step in which the embedded
SIM equipped product owner device 600 broadcasts the
generated information registration request transaction to
the peer-to-peer network 630.
[0133] Fig. 25 is an explanatory diagram of Step ST63
for generating an information registration request trans-
action (for a new public key). An information registration
request transaction (for a new public key) 1420 includes
an embedded SIM number, an outsourcing certificate
(with an outsourcer electronic signature), profile informa-
tion, a subcontract certificate (with an electronic signa-
ture of one who subcontracts) 1410, a timestamp, a new
public key (a subscriber public key), a public key (a sub-
scriber public key), and an electronic signature. The sub-
contract certificate 1410 includes a subcontracted em-

bedded SIM number, a subcontractor public key, and an
electronic signature of one who subcontracts (a new con-
tract MNO). The electronic signature included in the
transaction is put on the embedded SIM number, the out-
sourcing certificate (with the outsourcer electronic signa-
ture), the profile information, the subcontract certificate
(with the electronic signature of one who subcontracts),
the timestamp, and the new public key (the subscriber
public key), by using a subscriber private key. The out-
sourcing certificate may be omitted. Herein, 1430 de-
notes a key pair of the subcontractor (subscriber), which
includes a subscriber public key and a subscriber private
key.
[0134] Next, the operation of the participating node
440, 540, 640 will be described with reference to Figs.
26 to 30. Figs. 26 to 30 are flowcharts showing an exam-
ple of processing by the participating node 440, 540, 640
participating in the peer-to-peer network. The processing
is equivalent to the processing by the blockchain man-
agement part 2g of the node device 2a shown in Fig. 45.
[0135] With reference to Figs. 26 to 30, the blockchain
management part 2g receives an information registration
request transaction broadcast from the information reg-
istrant device 3 (the embedded SIM manufacturer device
400 in Fig. 14, the embedded SIM equipped product man-
ufacturer device 510 in Fig. 18, the embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 600 in Fig. 22) (ST71).
Then, the blockchain management part 2g executes a
process that is not shown in Fig. 26 such as judgment of
the validity of an electronic signature and, if the electronic
signature is valid, the blockchain management part 2g
retrieves, from the blockchain, all the previously ap-
proved information registration request transactions (and
transactions in the latest not-generated block) relating to
the same embedded SIM number (or number range or
discontinuous numbers) as an embedded SIM number
(or number range or discontinuous numbers) included in
the currently received information registration request
transaction (ST75).
[0136] Next, the blockchain management part 2g judg-
es whether or not the currently received information reg-
istration request transaction is a first transaction relating
to the embedded SIM number (or number range or dis-
continuous numbers) based on the retrieval result
(ST76). If the transaction is not a first transaction, the
blockchain management part 2g executes the process
that is not shown in Fig. 26. On the other hand, if the
transaction is a first transaction, the blockchain manage-
ment part 2g executes the following process.
[0137] The blockchain management part 2g judges
whether or not the received information registration re-
quest transaction includes a certificate and, if a certificate
is included, judges the kind of the certificate (ST77).
Then, the blockchain management part 2g executes a
process corresponding to the judgment result.
[0138] First, in a case where a certificate is not includ-
ed, the blockchain management part 2g judges the trans-
action as a valid transaction if an embedded SIM manu-
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facturer is present and the transaction has been issued
with its public key or if an embedded SIM manufacturer
is absent and the transaction is issued with a known pub-
lic key, whereas the blockchain management part 2g
judges the transaction as an invalid transaction in the
other cases (ST81, ST82, ST83 in Fig. 27).
[0139] Further, in a case where an outsourcing certif-
icate is included, the blockchain management part 2g
judges the transaction as a valid transaction if an em-
bedded SIM manufacturer is present and the outsourcing
certificate has been issued thereby, whereas the block-
chain management part 2g judges the transaction as an
invalid transaction in the other cases (ST91, ST92 in Fig.
28).
[0140] Further, in a case where a subcontract certifi-
cate is included, the blockchain management part 2g
judges the transaction as a valid transaction if one who
subcontracts is present and the subcontract certificate
has been issued thereby, whereas the blockchain man-
agement part 2g judges the transaction as an invalid
transaction in the other cases (ST101, ST102 in Fig. 29).
[0141] Further, in a case where both an outsourcing
certificate and a subcontract certificate are included, if
one who subcontracts is present and the subcontract cer-
tificate has been issued thereby, the blockchain manage-
ment part 2g judges the transaction as a valid transaction
by the processing shown in Fig. 29 in the same manner
as in the case where a subcontract certificate is included.
If one who subcontracts is absent, or if one who subcon-
tracts is present but the subcontract certificate has not
been issued thereby, the blockchain management part
2g judges the transaction as an invalid transaction
(ST111, ST112 in Fig. 30).
[0142] In the case of judging as a valid transaction in
Figs. 27 to 30, the blockchain management part 2g han-
dles the currently received information registration re-
quest transaction as a valid one and holds the transaction
in the latest not-generated block (ST37 in Fig. 26). On
the other hand, in the case of judging as an invalid trans-
action in Figs. 27 to 30, the blockchain management part
2g handles the currently received information registration
request transaction as an invalid one and broadcasts a
transaction error to the peer-to-peer network (ST34 in
Fig. 26).

[Seventh Example Embodiment]

[0143] In this example embodiment, an embedded SIM
management system that is robust against an attack that,
for the purpose of launching a DoS attack against a com-
munication carrier, a malicious third party broadcasts an
information registration request transaction with many
and unspecified embedded SIM numbers as the same
profile information will be described.
[0144] Fig. 31 shows a scene in which a person who
has been, for example, sub-subcontracted by a valid
owner 700 of a plurality of embedded SIM numbers be-
comes a malicious third party 790 and, in order to asso-

ciate many and unspecified embedded SIM numbers with
profile information of a communication carrier device 710
which has no contract, broadcasts an invalid information
registration request transaction. When such an invalid
information registration request transaction is registered
as a valid transaction onto a number portability DB of
each participating node 740 in a peer-to-peer network
730, the peer-to-peer network 730 returns an invalid re-
sponse to an inquiry by a connection destination MNO
device 720 of an embedded SIM equipped product, and
consequently, the connection destination MNO device
720 of the embedded SIM equipped product launches a
DoS attack against the communication carrier device 710
having no contract.
[0145] Fig. 32 is a configuration diagram of an embed-
ded SIM management system according to this example
embodiment, which includes a valid owner (subscriber
device) 800 of (a plurality of) embedded SIM numbers,
a subscribing communication carrier device 810, a con-
nection destination MNO device 820 of an embedded
SIM equipped product, a peer-to-peer network 830, and
a participating node 840 participating therein. Reference
numeral 890 denotes a malicious third party.
[0146] Fig. 33 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how an information registration request transaction is
broadcast from the subscriber device 800 to the peer-to-
peer network 830 that manages the embedded SIM man-
agement DB. As shown in Fig. 33, the subscriber inputs
necessary information into the subscriber device 800.
Moreover, the subscriber device 800 obtains necessary
information from the subscribing communication carrier
device 810. After that, the subscriber device 800 broad-
casts, to the peer-to-peer network 830, an information
registration request transaction including the above-de-
scribed information provided with a timestamp and an
electronic signature using a private key.
[0147] To be specific, in Fig. 33, Signal S71 represents
an information input signal from the subscriber to the sub-
scriber device 800. Signal S71 includes a private key and
public key pair of the subscriber and information (URL,
or the like) of the subscribing communication carrier de-
vice 810. Signal S72 is a request signal to obtain profile
information, a contract certificate (with an electronic sig-
nature of the subscribing carrier) and so on, from the
subscriber device 800 to the subscribing communication
carrier device 810. Moreover, Signal S73 is a response
signal to Signal S72. Signal S72 includes the URL of the
subscribing communication carrier device 810, and the
like. Signal S73 includes profile information and a con-
tract certificate (with an electronic signature of the sub-
scribing carrier). Signal S74 is an information registration
request transaction signal that is broadcast from the sub-
scriber device 800 to the peer-to-peer network 830.
[0148] Fig. 34 is a flow diagram showing how the sub-
scriber device 800 transmits an information registration
request signal to the peer-to-peer network 830 that man-
ages embedded SIM management DB. Step ST121 is a
step in which the subscriber device 800 inputs the above-
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described information input by the user. Step ST122 is
a step in which the subscriber device 800 inquires the
subscribing communication carrier device 810 about the
above-described information. Step ST123 is a step in
which the subscriber device 800 generates an informa-
tion registration request transaction. Step ST124 is a step
in which the subscriber device 800 broadcasts the gen-
erated information registration request transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 830.
[0149] Fig. 35 is an explanatory diagram of Step ST123
for generating an information registration request trans-
action. An information registration request transaction
1620 includes an embedded SIM number, profile infor-
mation, a contract certificate (with an electronic signature
of a subscribing carrier), a timestamp, a public key (a
subscriber public key), and an electronic signature. A
contract certificate (with an electronic signature of a sub-
scribing carrier) 1610 includes an embedded SIM
number, a subscribing carrier public key, a subscriber
public key, and confidence information (encrypted with
the subscribing carrier public key). The electronic signa-
ture included in the transaction is put, by using a sub-
scriber private key, on the embedded SIM number, the
profile information, the contract certificate (with the elec-
tronic signature of the subscribing carrier) and the times-
tamp.
[0150] Fig. 36 is an explanatory diagram of confidence
information (encrypted with a subscribing carrier public
key) 1520 included in the contract certificate 1610. The
confidence information is made in the subscribing com-
munication carrier device 810 by encrypting a cipher val-
ue 1510 of secret information for each subscription (se-
cret information known only to the user and the subscrib-
ing carrier) with a private key of the subscribing commu-
nication carrier, and is given to a valid embedded SIM
number owner.
[0151] Next, the operation of the participating node 840
will be described with reference to Fig. 37. Fig. 37 is a
flowchart showing an example of processing by the par-
ticipating node 840 participating in the peer-to-peer net-
work. The processing is equivalent to the processing by
the blockchain management part 2g of the node device
2a shown in Fig. 45.
[0152] With reference to Fig. 37, upon receiving an in-
formation registration request transaction broadcast from
the information registrant device 3 (the valid owner (sub-
scriber device) 800 of plural embedded SIM numbers or
the malicious third party 890 in Fig. 32) (ST31 or ST71),
the blockchain management part 2g executes a process
that is not shown in Fig. 37 such as judgment of the va-
lidity of the electronic signature and, if the electronic sig-
nature is valid, judges whether or not the currently re-
ceived information registration request transaction in-
cludes a contract certificate (ST131). In a case where a
contract certificate is not included, the blockchain man-
agement part 2g handles the currently received informa-
tion registration request transaction as an invalid one and
broadcasts a transaction error to the peer-to-peer net-

work (ST34).
[0153] On the other hand, in a case where a contract
certificate is included, the blockchain management part
2g confirms the content of the contract certificate
(ST132). In confirmation of the content of the contract
certificate, the blockchain management part 2g confirms
the validity of a public key of a subscription party asso-
ciated with the embedded SIM number and the validity
of certificate information. In the case of judging that the
contract certificate is invalid (ST133, invalid), the block-
chain management part 2g handles the currently re-
ceived information registration request transaction as an
invalid one and broadcasts a transaction error to the peer-
to-peer network (ST34). On the other hand, in the case
of judging that the contract certificate is valid (ST133,
valid), the blockchain management part 2g handles the
currently received information registration request trans-
action as a valid one and holds it in the latest not-gener-
ated block (ST37).
[0154] Thus, in this example embodiment, an informa-
tion registration request transaction includes a subscrip-
tion certification including confidence information made
by encrypting secret information known only to the user
and the subscribing carrier with the public key of the sub-
scribing carrier. Because a malicious third party does not
know the confidence information, the malicious third par-
ty cannot issue an information registration request trans-
action including the confidence information. Therefore,
it is possible to prevent the influence by the invalid infor-
mation registration request transaction described above.

[Eighth Example embodiment]

[0155] In above example embodiments, update and in-
quiry of the content of the embedded SIM management
DM written into a blockchain has been mainly described.
In this example embodiment, a remote setup method by
using the OTA technology to an actual embedded SIM
will be described with reference to Figs. 38 to 43.
[0156] With reference to Fig. 38, an embedded SIM
management system according to this example embod-
iment includes an embedded SIM equipped product own-
er device 900, an embedded SIM equipped product de-
vice 910, a product installation location MNO device 920,
a subscribing MNO device 930, a peer-to-peer network
940 that manages a DB for embedded SIM management,
and a plurality of participating nodes 950 that participate
in the peer-to-peer network 940.
[0157] Fig. 39 shows an example of an information reg-
istration request transaction generated in this example
embodiment. According to Fig. 39, an information regis-
tration request transaction in this example embodiment
includes an embedded SIM number, profile information,
a contract certificate, a timestamp, a public key, and an
electronic signature. Moreover, the profile information in-
cludes a contract MNO-ID, a contract IMSI, a contract
MSISDN, a remote setup program code (a program
code), and a profile setup status. That is, according to
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Fig. 39, new information elements in this example em-
bodiment are a remote setup program code and a profile
setup status managed for each use contract MNO.
[0158] Herein, a remote setup program code of the in-
formation elements shown in Fig. 39 is held together with
other information of a transaction in each of the partici-
pating nodes 950 participating in the peer-to-peer net-
work 940, and automatically executed based on a rule
given for the network and a corresponding program code.
The rule given for the network is such as a contract ful-
fillment automatic implementation rule of a smart contract
in Ethereum described before (Non-Patent Document 2).
The program code herein is a program code mainly for
prompting the product installation location MNO device
(that is, an MNO device to which the product connects)
to perform remote setup of a profile by the OTA technol-
ogy of the embedded SIM. As will be described later, the
remote setup program code is executed in accordance
with a profile setup request transaction having been re-
ceived to generate an embedded SIM remote setup in-
struction signal that prompts remote setup of a profile by
the OTA technology of the embedded SIM. The embed-
ded SIM remote setup instruction signal generated by
the remote setup program code is transmitted to the prod-
uct installation location MNO device, and consequently,
remote setup of the profile by the OTA technology is
prompted.
[0159] Further, the profile setup status is a status
whether a profile has been remotely set up on the actual
embedded SIM is performed. The profile setup status
includes "not set," "setup requesting," "already set," and
the like.
[0160] Fig. 40 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
900 broadcasts an information registration request trans-
action including new information (remote setup program
code, profile setup status). As shown in Fig. 40, the em-
bedded SIM equipped product owner inputs necessary
information into the embedded SIM equipped product
owner device 900. Moreover, the embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 900 obtains necessary
information from the subscribing MNO device 930. After
that, the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
900 broadcasts an information registration request trans-
action including the above-described information provid-
ed with a timestamp and an electronic signature using a
private key, to the peer-to-peer network 940.
[0161] To be specific, in Fig. 40, Signal S81 represents
a signal for the owner of an embedded SIM equipped
product to input contract MNO information or the like into
the embedded SIM equipped product owner device 900
managed by the owner. Signal S82 represents a signal
for the embedded SIM equipped product owner device
900 to inquire the subscribing MNO device 930 about
necessary information. Moreover, Signal S83 represents
a response signal to Signal S82, from the subscribing
MNO device 930. Signal S82 includes an embedded SIM
number (eUICC-ID), or the like. Signal S83 includes pro-

file information for subscription. The profile information
included by Signal S83 includes a contract MNO-ID, a
contract IMSI, a contract MSISDN, a remote setup pro-
gram code, a contract certificate, and so on. Signal S84
represents an information registration request transac-
tion signal broadcast from the embedded SIM equipped
product owner device 900 to the peer-to-peer network
940. Signal S84 includes an information setup request
transaction in which the information included in Signal
S83 and the profile information are made to be "not set"
and the information are electronically signed, and a public
key and the electronic sign are provided.
[0162] Fig. 41 is a flow diagram showing how the em-
bedded SIM equipped product owner device 900 trans-
mits an information registration request transaction sig-
nal to the peer-to-peer network 940 that manages the
embedded SIM management DB. Step ST201 is a step
in which the embedded SIM equipped product owner de-
vice 900 receives an input of information from the em-
bedded SIM equipped product owner. Step ST202 is a
step in which the embedded SIM equipped product owner
device 900 inquires the subscribing MNO device 930
about necessary information. Step S203 is a step in which
the embedded SIM equipped product owner device 900
generates an information registration request transac-
tion. Step ST204 is a step in which the embedded SIM
equipped product owner device 900 broadcasts the gen-
erated information registration request transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 830.
[0163] Fig. 42 is a signal sequence diagram showing
how the embedded SIM equipped product device 910
initially connects to the product installation location MNO
device 920, performs remote setup of profile information
by the OTA technology onto the actual embedded SIM,
and broadcasts an information registration request trans-
action for rewriting the result of the setup.
[0164] Signals S91 to S93 in Fig. 42 are the same as
Signal S11 to S13 in Fig. 7. Therefore, a detailed descrip-
tion will be omitted.
[0165] Signal S94 in Fig. 42 represents a signal for
broadcasting a profile setup request transaction (a re-
quest for update of a setup status) to the embedded SIM
broadcast from the product installation location (connec-
tion location) MNO device 920 to the peer-to-peer net-
work 940. Signal S95 represents an embedded SIM re-
mote setup instruction signal to the product installation
location MNO device (a source of a request for update
of a setup status) 920 from any of the participating nodes
950 participating in the peer-to-peer network 940. The
embedded SIM remote setup instruction signal is auto-
matically generated by the remote setup program code
executed in accordance with a profile setup request
transaction. Signal S96 represents a series of signals for
actual remote setup by the OTA technology between the
product installation location MNO device (connection
MNO device) 920 and the embedded SIM equipped prod-
uct device 910. Signal S97 represents an information reg-
istration request transaction signal as a result of remote
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setup broadcast from the product installation location
MNO device 920 to the peer-to-peer network 940.
[0166] Fig. 43 is a flow diagram showing how the prod-
uct installation location MNO device 920 transmits an
information registration request transaction signal to the
peer-to-peer network 940 that manages the embedded
SIM management DB. Step ST301 is a step for receiving
an initial connection signal in the product installation lo-
cation MNO device 920. Step ST302 is a process branch-
ing step. In Step ST302, the process branches based on
whether the product installation location MNO device 920
performs an embedded SIM rewriting process by a con-
ventional method (left branch in Fig. 43) or whether the
product installation location MNO device 920 performs
unique judgment using the cache of blockchain data
(right branch in Fig. 43), or the product installation loca-
tion MNO device 920 performs judgment by broadcasting
an information use request transaction to the peer-to-
peer network 940 (center branch in Fig. 43). Step ST303
is a step in which the product installation location MNO
device 920 broadcasts an information use request trans-
action for inquiring about setup profile information asso-
ciated with the eUICC-ID of the embedded SIM installed
in the device having emitted the initial connection signal
(the embedded SIM equipped product device 910) to the
peer-to-peer network 940. Step ST304 is a step in which
the product installation location MNO device 920 waits
for a response signal to the broadcast signal and adopts
any of the response contents and a response node from
among them. Step ST304 is a step for judging the validity
of the information in the initial connection signal received
at Step ST301 based on the adopted response content.
Step ST305 is a step for broadcasting a profile setup
request transaction (a request for update of a setup state)
to the embedded SIM. Step S306 is a step in which each
of the participating nodes 950 automatically executes the
remote setup program code in the profile information ac-
cording to the profile setup request transaction. Step
S307 is a step for issuing an embedded SIM remote setup
instruction from one of the participating nodes 950 par-
ticipating in the peer-to-peer network 940 to the product
installation location MNO device (the source of request
for update of the setup state) 920. Step ST308 is a step
for performing profile remote setup to the embedded SIM
(of the embedded SIM equipped product device 910) by
the OTA technology in the product installation location
MNO device 920. Step ST309 is a step for broadcasting
the information registration request transaction of the re-
mote setup result.
[0167] Thus, according to this example embodiment,
the participating node 950 manages profile information
including a remote setup program code. Moreover, the
participating node 950 executes a remote setup program
code in accordance with a profile setup request transac-
tion, and generates and transmits an embedded signal
remote setup instruction signal. Consequently, the prod-
uct installation location MNO device 920 can automati-
cally perform profile remote setup to an embedded SIM

(of the embedded SIM equipped product device 910) by
the OTA technology for the embedded SIM equipped
product device 910, in accordance with the received em-
bedded signal remote setup instruction signal. In other
words, according to this example embodiment, it is pos-
sible to automatically perform profile remote setup to an
embedded SIM by the OTA technology based on an initial
connection signal from the embedded SIM equipped
product device 910.

[Ninth Example Embodiment]

[0168] Next, an example of a flow of a series of proc-
esses described in the first to eighth example embodi-
ment will be described with reference to Fig. 44.
[0169] With reference to Fig. 44, an embedded SIM
management system according to this example embod-
iment includes an embedded SIM equipped product de-
vice 1100, (a participating node configuring) a peer-to-
peer network 1200, and a product installation location
MNO device 1300. Moreover, the embedded SIM man-
agement system according to this example embodiment
includes an embedded SIM equipped product manufac-
turer device, an embedded SIM equipped product owner
device, a subscription MNO device, or the like, not shown
in Fig. 44.
[0170] In the case shown in Fig. 44, for example, at
the time of shipment of the embedded SIM equipped
product device 1100 from the factory, information such
as an embedded SIM number (eUICC-ID), an embedded
SIM equipped product manufacture number (product se-
rial number), an MNO access ID for setup profile (old
MNO-ID), an IMSI for setup profile (old IMSI) and an
MSISDN for setup profile (old MSISDN) is written into an
embedded SIM installed in the embedded SIM equipped
product device 1100. Moreover, an embedded SIM
equipped product manufacturer device, which is a device
corresponding to a manufacturer such as the manufac-
turer of the embedded SIM equipped product device
1100, broadcasts an information registration request
transaction including the above-described information to
the peer-to-peer network 1200 (ST401).
[0171] A purchaser of the embedded SIM equipped
product device 1100 concludes a mobile network use
contract with a new MNO. Then, an embedded SIM
equipped product owner device or the like broadcasts an
information registration request transaction including a
remote setup program code, new profile setup informa-
tion and so on to the peer-to-peer network 1200 (ST402).
The processing at step ST402 is the same as, for exam-
ple, the processing of Fig. 40 in the eighth example em-
bodiment.
[0172] After that, the embedded SIM equipped product
device 1100 transmits an initial connection signal from
any location to the product installation location MNO de-
vice 1300 (ST403, S91). After that, the processing as
described in Fig. 42 is executed.
[0173] That is, the product installation location MNO
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device 1300 having received the initial connection signal
broadcasts an information use request transaction to the
peer-to-peer network 1200 (ST92). The (participating
node participating in the) peer-to-peer network 1200 re-
turns a response signal in accordance with the received
information use request transaction (S93). Subsequent-
ly, the product installation location MNO device 1300 con-
firms the validity of the connection based on the received
response signal, and thereafter, broadcasts a profile set-
up request transaction to the peer-to-peer network 1200
(S94). The peer-to-peer network 1200 (each participating
node thereof) executes a remote setup program code
based on the profile setup request transaction. Then, an
embedded SIM remote setup instruction signal generat-
ed as a result of execution of the remote setup program
code is transmitted to the product installation location
MNO device 1300 (S95). Upon receiving the embedded
SIM remote setup instruction signal, the product instal-
lation location MNO device 1300 rewrites setup informa-
tion of the embedded SIM in the embedded SIM equipped
product device 1100 to a new one by the OTA technology,
based on the received embedded SIM remote setup in-
struction signal (S96). After that, the product installation
location MNO device 1300 broadcasts an information
registration request transaction representing the remote
setup result to the peer-to-peer network 1200 (S97).
[0174] Thus, according to this example embodiment,
based on an initial connection signal from the embedded
SIM equipped product device 1100, it is possible to au-
tomatically perform profile remote setup to an embedded
SIM by the OTA technology.

[Tenth Example Embodiment]

[0175] In this example embodiment, the summary of
the present invention will be described.
[0176] With reference to Fig. 48, an embedded SIM
management system 2000 according to this example em-
bodiment includes a peer-to-peer network 3000 including
a plurality of node devices 5000 capable of peer-to-peer
communication with each other, and an information reg-
istrant device 4000.
[0177] The information registrant device 4000 includes
a network interface 4100 and an information registration
request transaction generating part 4200. The informa-
tion registration request transaction generating part 4200
generates an information registration request transaction
and broadcasts the generated information registration re-
quest transaction to the peer-to-peer network 3000 via
the network interface 4100. To be more specific, the in-
formation registration request transaction generating
part 4200 is configured to generate an information reg-
istration request transaction based on embedded SIM
information including SIM identification information and
a profile, an electronic signature put on the embedded
SIM information by using a private key of the information
registrant, and a public key paired with the private key.
The information registration request transaction gener-

ating part 4200 can be configured in a similar manner as
the information registration request transaction generat-
ing part described in the first to ninth example embodi-
ments, but is not limited thereto.
[0178] Each of the node devices 5000 includes a net-
work interface 5100, a blockchain 5200, and a blockchain
management part 5300. The blockchain 5200 is a data
structure in which blocks each bundling transactions of
a predetermined period are connected in chain. For ex-
ample, the blockchain 5200 may be a blockchain of
Ethereum, but is not limited thereto. The blockchain 5200
is also referred to as a DB for embedded SIM manage-
ment. The blockchain management part 5300 accumu-
lates information registration request transactions re-
ceived through the network interface 5100 into the block-
chain 5200, based on a consensus building algorithm
executed in cooperation with the other node device 5000.
The blockchain management part 5300 may be config-
ured in a similar manner to the blockchain management
parts described in the first to ninth example embodi-
ments, but is not limited thereto.
[0179] The embedded SIM management system 2000
thus configured according to this example embodiment
operates in the following manner. That is to say, the in-
formation registrant device 4000 causes the information
registration request transaction generating part 4200 to
generate an information registration request transaction
based on embedded SIM information including SIM iden-
tification information and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using a private
key of the information registrant, and a public key paired
with the private key. Next, the information registrant de-
vice 4000 causes the network interface 4100 to broad-
cast the information registration request transaction to
the peer-to-peer network 3000.
[0180] Each of the node devices 5000 causes the net-
work interface 5100 to receive the information registra-
tion request transaction having been broadcast. Next,
each of the node devices 5000 causes the blockchain
management part 5300 to accumulate the received in-
formation registration request transactions into the block-
chain 5200, based on a consensus building algorithm
executed in cooperation with the other node device 5000.
[0181] Thus, according to this example embodiment,
embedded SIM information is managed by the block-
chain technology, it is possible to provide an embedded
SIM management system which is excellent in reliability,
availability and maintainability.

<Supplementary Notes>

[0182] The whole or part of the example embodiments
disclosed above can be described as, but not limited to,
the following supplementary notes.

[Supplementary Note 1]
A node device configuring a peer-to-peer network,
the node device comprising:
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a network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured to re-
ceive, through the network interface, an infor-
mation registration request transaction that in-
cludes embedded Subscriber Identity Module,
SIM, information including SIM identification in-
formation and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using
a private key of an information registrant, and a
public key paired with the private key, and ac-
cumulate the received information registration
request transaction into a blockchain based on
a consensus building algorithm executed in co-
operation with another node device configuring
the peer-to-peer network.

[Supplementary Note 2]
The node device according to Supplementary Note
1, wherein the blockchain management part is con-
figured to retrieve, from the blockchain, another in-
formation registration request transaction that in-
cludes same SIM identification information as the
SIM identification information included by the re-
ceived information registration request transaction,
and judge validity of the received information regis-
tration request transaction based on a result of com-
parison between a public key included by the re-
trieved another information registration request
transaction and the public key included by the re-
ceived information registration request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 2A]
The node device according to Supplementary Note
2, wherein the blockchain management part is con-
figured to judge the received information registration
request transaction is valid when the public key in-
cluded by the received information registration re-
quest transaction matches the public keys included
by all the retrieved other information registration re-
quest transactions.
[Supplementary Note 2B]
The node device according to Supplementary Note
2, wherein the blockchain management part is con-
figured to judge the received information registration
request transaction is valid when the public key in-
cluded by the received information registration re-
quest transaction matches a latest public key includ-
ed by the retrieved another information registration
request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 3]
The node device according to Supplementary Note
2, wherein the blockchain management part is con-
figured to judge the received information registration
request transaction is valid when the public key in-
cluded by the received information registration re-
quest transaction matches at least a latest public key
included by the retrieved another information regis-
tration request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 4]

The node device according to Supplementary Note
1, wherein the blockchain management part is con-
figured to judge validity of the received information
registration request transaction based on an out-
sourcing certification or a subcontract certificate in-
cluded by the received information registration re-
quest transaction.
[Supplementary Note 5]
The node device according to any of Supplementary
Notes 1 to 4, further comprising an inquiry respond-
ing part configured to, upon receiving an information
inquiry request through the network interface, ac-
quire the embedded SIM information corresponding
to SIM identification information included by the in-
formation inquiry request from the information accu-
mulated in the blockchain, and generate a response
to be transmitted through the network interface.
[Supplementary Note 6]
The node device according to any of Supplementary
Notes 1 to 5, wherein a program code is included in
the embedded SIM information,
the node device being configured to, upon receiving
a profile setup request transaction through the net-
work interface, generate an embedded SIM remote
setup instruction signal by executing the program
code in accordance with the received profile setup
request transaction, and transmit the generated em-
bedded SIM remote setup instruction signal through
the network interface.
[Supplementary Note 7]
An embedded Subscriber Identify Module, SIM,
management method executed by a node device
configuring a peer-to-peer network, the embedded
SIM management method comprising:
receiving, through a network interface, an informa-
tion registration request transaction that includes
embedded SIM information including SIM identifica-
tion information and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using a
private key of an information registrant, and a public
key paired with the private key, and accumulating
the received information registration request trans-
action into a blockchain based on a consensus build-
ing algorithm executed in cooperation with another
node device configuring the peer-to-peer network.
[Supplementary Note 8]
A computer program comprising instructions for
causing a computer configuring a peer-to-peer net-
work to functions as:

a network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured to re-
ceive, through the network interface, an infor-
mation registration request transaction that in-
cludes embedded Subscriber Identity Module,
SIM, information including SIM identification in-
formation and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using
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a private key of an information registrant, and a
public key paired with the private key, and ac-
cumulate the received information registration
request transaction into a blockchain based on
a consensus building algorithm executed in co-
operation with another node device configuring
the peer-to-peer network.

[Supplementary Note 9]
An information registrant device configured to broad-
cast an information registration request transaction
to a peer-to-peer network configured by a plurality
of node devices capable of peer-to-peer communi-
cation with each other, the information registrant de-
vice comprising:

a network interface; and
an information registration request transaction
generating part configured to generate the infor-
mation registration request transaction and
broadcast the transaction to the peer-to-peer
network through the network interface,
wherein the information registration request
transaction generating part is configured to gen-
erate the information registration request trans-
action based on embedded Subscriber Identity
Module, SIM, information including SIM identifi-
cation information and a profile, an electronic
signature put on the embedded SIM information
by using a private key of an information regis-
trant, and a public key paired with the private
key.

[Supplementary Note 10]
The information registrant device according to Sup-
plementary Note 9, wherein the information registra-
tion request transaction generating part is configured
to generate the information registration request
transaction based on an electronic signature put on
information including the SIM identification informa-
tion and a new public key used instead of the public
key by using the private key, and the public key
paired with the private key.
[Supplementary Note 11]
The information registrant device according to Sup-
plementary Note 9, wherein the information registra-
tion request transaction generating part is configured
to generate the information registration request
transaction based on an electronic signature put on
information including the SIM identification informa-
tion and a new profile used instead of the profile by
using the private key of the user terminal, and the
public key paired with the private key.
[Supplementary Note 12]
The information registrant device according to Sup-
plementary Note 9, wherein the information registra-
tion request transaction generating part is configured
to generate the information registration request

transaction based on an electronic signature put on
information including the SIM identification informa-
tion and a new public key and also including an out-
sourcing certificate or a subcontract certificate by us-
ing a predetermined private key, and a public key
paired with the predetermined private key.
[Supplementary Note 13]
The information registrant device according to any
of Supplementary Notes 9 to 12, wherein the infor-
mation registration request transaction generating
part is configured to include confidence information
that is secret information known to only a user and
a contract carrier encrypted with a public key of the
contract carrier, into the information registration re-
quest transaction.
[Supplementary Note 14]
An embedded Subscriber Identify Module, SIM,
management system comprising a peer-to-peer net-
work configured by a plurality of node devices capa-
ble of peer-to-peer communication with each other,
and an information registrant device, wherein:

the information registrant device includes:

a first network interface; and
an information registration request transac-
tion generating part configured to generate
an information registration request transac-
tion and broadcast the transaction to the
peer-to-peer network through the first net-
work interface;

the information registration request transaction
generating part is configured to generate the in-
formation registration request transaction based
on embedded SIM information including SIM
identification information and a profile, an elec-
tronic signature put on the embedded SIM infor-
mation by using a private key of the information
registrant, and a public key paired with the pri-
vate key; and
each of the node devices includes:

a second network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured
to accumulate the information registration
request transaction received through the
second network interface into a blockchain
based on a consensus building algorithm
executed in cooperation with the other node
device.

[Supplementary Note 15]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 14, wherein the blockchain
management part is configured to retrieve, from the
blockchain, another information registration request
transaction that includes same SIM identification in-
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formation as the SIM identification information in-
cluded by the received information registration re-
quest transaction, and judge validity of the received
information registration request transaction based
on a result of comparison between a public key in-
cluded by the retrieved another information registra-
tion request transaction and the public key included
by the received information registration request
transaction.
[Supplementary Note 16]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 15, wherein the blockchain
management part is configured to judge the received
information registration request transaction is valid
when the public key included by the received infor-
mation registration request transaction matches the
public keys included by all the retrieved other infor-
mation registration request transactions.
[Supplementary Note 17]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 15, wherein the blockchain
management part is configured to judge the received
information registration request transaction is valid
when the public key included by the received infor-
mation registration request transaction matches a
latest public key included by the retrieved another
information registration request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 18]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 15, wherein the blockchain
management part is configured to judge the received
information registration request transaction is valid
when the public key included by the received infor-
mation registration request transaction matches at
least a latest public key included by the retrieved
another information registration request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 19]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 14, wherein the information
registration request transaction generating part is
configured to generate the information registration
request transaction based on an electronic signature
put on information including the SIM identification
information and a new public key used instead of the
public key by using the private key, and the public
key paired with the private key.
[Supplementary Note 20]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 14, wherein the information
registration request transaction generating part is
configured to generate the information registration
request transaction based on an electronic signature
put on information including the SIM identification
information and a new profile used instead of the
profile by using the private key of the user terminal,
and the public key paired with the private key.
[Supplementary Note 21]
The embedded SIM management system according

to Supplementary Note 14, wherein the information
registration request transaction generating part is
configured to generate the information registration
request transaction based on an electronic signature
put on information including the SIM identification
information and a new public key and also including
an outsourcing certificate or a subcontract certificate
by using a predetermined private key, and a public
key paired with the predetermined private key.
[Supplementary Note 22]
The embedded SIM management system according
to Supplementary Note 21, wherein the blockchain
management part is configured to judge validity of
the received information registration request trans-
action based on the outsourcing certificate or the
subcontract certificate included by the received in-
formation registration request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 23]
The embedded SIM management system according
to any of Supplementary Notes 14 to 22, wherein the
information registration request transaction generat-
ing part is configured to include confidence informa-
tion that is secret information known to only a user
and a contract carrier encrypted with a public key of
the contract carrier, into the information registration
request transaction.
[Supplementary Note 24]
The embedded SIM management system according
to any of Supplementary Notes 14 to 23, wherein
each of the node devices further comprising an in-
quiry responding part configured to, upon receiving
an information inquiry request through the second
network interface, acquire the embedded SIM infor-
mation corresponding to the SIM identification infor-
mation included by the information inquiry request,
from the information accumulated in the blockchain,
and generate a response to be transmitted through
the network interface..
[Supplementary Note 25]
The embedded SIM management system according
to any of Supplementary Notes 14 to 24, wherein:

a program code is included in the embedded
SIM information; and
each of the node devices is further configured
to, upon receiving a profile setup request trans-
action through the network interface, generate
an embedded SIM remote setup instruction sig-
nal by executing the program code in accord-
ance with the received profile setup request
transaction, and transmit the generated embed-
ded SIM remote setup instruction signal through
the network interface.

[0183] The program described in the example embod-
iments and the supplementary notes is stored in a storage
device or recorded on a computer-readable recording
medium. For example, the recording medium is a porta-
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ble medium such as a flexible disk, an optical disk, a
magneto-optical disk and a semiconductor memory.
[0184] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed above with reference to the above example em-
bodiments, the present invention is not limited to the ex-
ample embodiments described above. The configura-
tions and details of the present invention can be changed
in various manners that can be understood by one skilled
in the art within the scope of the present invention.
[0185] The present invention is based upon and claims
the benefit of priority from Japanese patent application
No. 2016-196566, filed on October 4, 2016, the disclo-
sure of which is incorporated herein in its entirety by ref-
erence.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

[0186]

1 embedded SIM management system
2 peer-to-peer network
2a node device
2b network interface
2c arithmetic processing part
2d storage part
2e program
2f blockchain
2g blockchain management part
2h inquiry responding part
3 information registrant device
3a network interface
3b arithmetic processing part
3c storage part
3d program
3e information registration request transaction

generating part
4 information user device
4a network interface
4b arithmetic processing part
4c storage part
4d program
4e information use request transaction generating

part
10 information registrant device
20 information user device
30 peer-to-peer network
40 participating node
100 embedded SIM manufacturer device
110 embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer

device
120 old contract MNO device
130 new contract MNO device
140 embedded SIM equipped product owner device
150 embedded SIM equipped product device
160 peer-to-peer network
170 participating node
400 embedded SIM manufacturer device
410 embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer

device
420 contract MNO device
430 peer-to-peer network
440 participating node
500 embedded SIM manufacturer device
510 embedded SIM equipped product manufacturer

device
520 contract MNO device
530 peer-to-peer network
540 participating node
600 embedded SIM equipped product owner device
610 new contract MNO device
620 old contract MNO device
630 peer-to-peer network
640 participating node
700 valid embedded SIM number owner
710 communication carrier device without contract
720 connection destination MNO device of embed-

ded SIM equipped product
730 peer-to-peer network
740 participating node
790 malicious third party
800 valid embedded SIM number owner (subscriber

device)
810 subscribing communication carrier device
820 connection destination MNO device of embed-

ded SIM equipped product
830 peer-to-peer network
840 participating node
890 malicious third party
900 embedded SIM equipped product owner device
910 embedded SIM equipped product device
920 product installation location MNO device
930 subscribing MNO device
940 peer-to-peer network
950 participating node
1100 embedded SIM equipped product device
1200 peer-to-peer network
1300 product installation location MNO device
2000 embedded SIM management system
3000 peer-to-peer network
4000 information registrant device
4100 network interface
4200 information registration request transaction

generating part
5000 node device
5100 network interface
5200 blockchain
5300 blockchain management part

Claims

1. A node device configuring a peer-to-peer network,
the node device comprising:

a network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured to re-
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ceive, through the network interface, an infor-
mation registration request transaction that in-
cludes embedded Subscriber Identity Module,
SIM, information including SIM identification in-
formation and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using
a private key of an information registrant, and a
public key paired with the private key, and ac-
cumulate the received information registration
request transaction into a blockchain based on
a consensus building algorithm executed in co-
operation with another node device configuring
the peer-to-peer network.

2. The node device according to Claim 1, wherein the
blockchain management part is configured to re-
trieve, from the blockchain, another information reg-
istration request transaction that includes same SIM
identification information as the SIM identification in-
formation included by the received information reg-
istration request transaction, and judge validity of the
received information registration request transaction
based on a result of comparison between a public
key included by the retrieved another information
registration request transaction and the public key
included by the received information registration re-
quest transaction.

3. The node device according to Claim 2, wherein the
blockchain management part is configured to judge
the received information registration request trans-
action is valid when the public key included by the
received information registration request transaction
matches at least a latest public key included by the
retrieved another information registration request
transaction.

4. The node device according to Claim 1, wherein the
blockchain management part is configured to judge
validity of the received information registration re-
quest transaction based on an outsourcing certifica-
tion or a subcontract certificate included by the re-
ceived information registration request transaction.

5. The node device according to any of Claims 1 to 4,
further comprising an inquiry responding part con-
figured to, upon receiving an information inquiry re-
quest through the network interface, acquire the em-
bedded SIM information corresponding to SIM iden-
tification information included by the information in-
quiry request from the information accumulated in
the blockchain, and generate a response to be trans-
mitted through the network interface.

6. The node device according to any of Claims 1 to 5,
wherein a program code is included in the embedded
SIM information,
the node device being configured to, upon receiving

a profile setup request transaction through the net-
work interface, generate an embedded SIM remote
setup instruction signal by executing the program
code in accordance with the received profile setup
request transaction, and transmit the generated em-
bedded SIM remote setup instruction signal through
the network interface.

7. An embedded Subscriber Identify Module, SIM,
management method executed by a node device
configuring a peer-to-peer network, the embedded
SIM management method comprising:
receiving, through a network interface, an informa-
tion registration request transaction that includes
embedded SIM information including SIM identifica-
tion information and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using a
private key of an information registrant, and a public
key paired with the private key, and accumulating
the received information registration request trans-
action into a blockchain based on a consensus build-
ing algorithm executed in cooperation with another
node device configuring the peer-to-peer network.

8. A computer program comprising instructions for
causing a computer configuring a peer-to-peer net-
work to functions as:

a network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured to re-
ceive, through the network interface, an infor-
mation registration request transaction that in-
cludes embedded Subscriber Identity Module,
SIM, information including SIM identification in-
formation and a profile, an electronic signature
put on the embedded SIM information by using
a private key of an information registrant, and a
public key paired with the private key, and ac-
cumulate the received information registration
request transaction into a blockchain based on
a consensus building algorithm executed in co-
operation with another node device configuring
the peer-to-peer network.

9. An information registrant device configured to broad-
cast an information registration request transaction
to a peer-to-peer network configured by a plurality
of node devices capable of peer-to-peer communi-
cation with each other, the information registrant de-
vice comprising:

a network interface; and
an information registration request transaction
generating part configured to generate the infor-
mation registration request transaction and
broadcast the transaction to the peer-to-peer
network through the network interface,
wherein the information registration request
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transaction generating part is configured to gen-
erate the information registration request trans-
action based on embedded Subscriber Identity
Module, SIM, information including SIM identifi-
cation information and a profile, an electronic
signature put on the embedded SIM information
by using a private key of an information regis-
trant, and a public key paired with the private
key.

10. An embedded Subscriber Identify Module, SIM,
management system comprising a peer-to-peer net-
work configured by a plurality of node devices capa-
ble of peer-to-peer communication with each other,
and an information registrant device, wherein:

the information registrant device includes:

a first network interface; and
an information registration request transac-
tion generating part configured to generate
an information registration request transac-
tion and broadcast the transaction to the
peer-to-peer network through the first net-
work interface;

the information registration request transaction
generating part is configured to generate the in-
formation registration request transaction based
on embedded SIM information including SIM
identification information and a profile, an elec-
tronic signature put on the embedded SIM infor-
mation by using a private key of the information
registrant, and a public key paired with the pri-
vate key; and
each of the node devices includes:

a second network interface; and
a blockchain management part configured
to accumulate the information registration
request transaction received through the
second network interface into a blockchain
based on a consensus building algorithm
executed in cooperation with the other node
device.
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